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ABSTRACT 

A complete design of a 50 m2 stretched-membrane heliostat was developed specifical- 
ly for the early stages of manufacturing. The design included mirror-module 
refinements, drive selection, pylon and foundation design, and detailing and tracking 
control design. The mirror module and rear structure are highly similar to the Mark II 
prototype erected at Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, in 1989. The pylon 
and foundation consist of a single pipe set in a cast-in-place pier as successfully 
developed at Sandia. The unique tracking control uses only commercially available in- 
dustrial control components. Also, all real-time communication requirements have 
been eliminated to assure against the most common source of malfunctions in previous 
central receiver fields. Control commands are calculated internally to the local con- 
troller using a polynomial approximation curve fitted to actual sun position and 
adjusted for individual heliostat requirements. Direct material costs, in 1990 dollars, 
were obtained for several different production volumes from material and component 
manufacturers and subassembly subcontractors. Manufacturing costs for a low-volume 
production company are projected to be competitive with glass/metal heliostats. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose and Goals

The purpose of this effort was to complete a comprehensive design of a stretched-
membrane heliostat suitable for near-term markets. The design was to include the
drive, controls, support and foundation for the heliostat, as well as the mirror module.
Also required was the development of realistic manufacturing costs for this design.
Solar Kinetics Inc. (SKI) performed this work under contract to Sandia National
Laboratories in Albuquerque (SNLA).

Efforts in earlier contracts were aimed at determining the viability of stretched-
membrane heliostats for commercial utility-scale power generation. Those efforts
concentrated on demonstrating the technical feasibility of the stretched-membrane
mirror module and projecting high-volume manufacturing costs. The current work is
intended as a bridge to supply design and costing information to hasten the transfor-
mation of heliostat technology from the current prototype stage to low-volume
commercial production.

The design and costs developed here are based upon fabrication techniques already
developed for existing stretched-membrane heliostat prototypes or already in common
use in industry. This means almost no development effort is required to produce this
design for the costs described. The design developed here also uses off-the-shelf com-
ponents whenever practical. This eliminates the need for further development before
near- term markets can be satisfied. This approach is intended to minimize the typical
“teething” problems associated with new technologies during the critical early, evalua-
tion period.

1.2 Prior Work on Stretched-Membrane Heliostats

This work builds upon substantial design and development work done in earlier con-
tracts. Heliostats with reflective surfaces of 150 m2 and a 50 m2were designed by Solar
Kinetics under previous contracts to Sandia (1, 2). Two generations of prototype
50-m2 mirror modules proved to be successful. Costs to manufacture the 150-m2
heliostats in the high volumes required for full commercialization have been estimated.
Similar work was done by another contractor to SN~ Science Applications Interna-
tional Corp. (SAIC) (3, 4).

Testing by SNLA of the first SKI prototype 50-m2 stretched-membrane heliostat
“demonstrated that membrane heliostats could perform at least as well as heliostats
using glass mirrors” (5). The second-generation prototype testing had results that “show
significant improvement in optical performance over the first-generation designs, espe-
cially in windy conditions” (5). One measure of a heliostat’s performance is to quantify
the mirror-normal error of the reflective surface. This compares the theoretical
parabolic contour the mirror should have to the actual shape of the focused heliostat
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membrane. Second-generation glass heliostats and the heliostats at Solar One typical-
ly had errors of 1.1 to 1.9 mrad one sigma. The SKI Mark II prototype had an error of
about 1.2 mrad (5).

Cost studies in earlier works were for 150-m2 heliostats. Significant economies of scale
are available in manufacturing large units. The prototypes were built to a smaller scale
to reduce development costs and because of space limitations at the Central Receiver
Test Facility (CRTF) assembly building. Also, there were not many drives available
for the large-area heliostats at that time.

Cost studies are often reported in terms of cost per unit heliostat area, $/mz. This al-
lows quick comparison between varied approaches. The production volume selected
for the first estimates was 50,000 heliostats per year. The estimators assumed that a
central manufacturing facility would pre-fabricate as many readily shippable com-
ponents as possible. An on-site assembly operation would be built at each central
receiver power plant to assemble the heliostats, since they are too large to ship.
Projected cost (in 1985 dollars) for the 50,000th heliostat was $14.69/m2 for the mirror
module only. The balance of the heliostat would add another $26.96/m2 for a total of
$41.65/m2 installed cost (l). A summary of heliostat costs is in Table 1.1

SAIC projected the price for a reduced volume of 5000 units per year, with the 5,000th
unit costing $107.00/m2 (4). This was for a 100-m2 unit using a unique dual-module
design. The current work projects a cost for a 50-m2 heliostqt manufactured with low-
volume tooling and installed in small fields at about $268/~z.

Table 1.1
Projected Costs of Installed Heliostats

Source SKI(B) SKI*
Qnty/Yr. 50,000 2,000
Size m2 150 50
Dollar year 1985 1990
Annual production

m2/year 7.5 x 106 0.1 x 106

Direct Cost $7,493.49 $11,930.50
Direct Cost/m2 $49.96 $238.61

Sellin Price
5

$9,573.80 $13,401.00
$/m $63.83 $268.02

* First Commercial Heliostat

SAIC(D)
5,000

100
1989

0.5 x 106

$13,059.01
$130.59

$16,426.28
$164.26



1.3 The First Anticipated Markets

It is anticipated that stretched-membrane heliostats will initially be sold in smaller
quantities than required for a multi-megawatt commercial utility plant. Current studies
suggest that for a central receiver plant to be commercially viable in today’s market it
would require at least 100 to 200 me awatts generating capacity. Such a plant would

8require about 5,000 to 10,000 150-m heliostats. It is unlikely that investors in such a
project would commit to using such a new technology as stretched-membrane helios-
tats because of the limited manufacturing and operating experience. Traditionally,
utility companies and their investors tend to be conservative.

Utility companies are accustomed, however, to very long- range planning and support-
ing some research for future generating requirements. The stretched-membrane
technique has considerable promise for lowering heliostat manufacturing costs because
of its efficient use of material and low total part count compared to a glass-metal helios-
tat. Therefore, it is likely that if a central receiver plant were built in the near future a
nominal quantity of stretched-membrane heliostats would be installed beside the glass-
metal units for long-term evaluation.

Other initial applications may include small independent fields built for heliostat,
receiver, and control testing purposes. Small fields may also be built for waste
detoxification applications.

The quantities of heliostats required for the applications mentioned would not justi~
the heavy investment in manufacturing facilities assumed in the earlier commercializa-
tion cost studies. Considerable engineering and process development work is required
before the manufacturing scenarios assumed by those studies could be implemented.
Consideration of those studies shows the extremely low labor content of the total
manufactured cost that can only be achieved with intense automation. Automation on
that scale requires heavy engineering and development effort not immediately cost jus-
tifiable.

1.4 Limitations and Assumptions

Specific limitations on the scope of the current work were defined at its outset. These
were, in part, determined by available funding, and in part, by the anticipated market
requirements.

It was judged that near-term demand would be sufficient to support only a low volume
of production. This led to three working assumptions to guide this effort.

1. It was assumed that funding was not going to be available for a major tooling
development effort. More specifically, this means no development of the
proposed tension tooling concept proposed in earlier high-volume production
studies. This tooling concept will require a major engineering effort with some
technological risk associated with it.
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2. It was assumed that, in spite of the high cost of available drives purchased in
low volumes, no effort would be expended to design an alternative.

3. It was decided that wherever practical, control components would be off-the-
shelf units. Reliability and minimization of field debugging would be
emphasized. Also emphasized would be the flexibility of the control system
to allow the inevitable modifications that come with first-of-a kind installa-
tions.

1.5 Current Design Description

The current design is for a heliostat that is nominally 50 m2. The systems that make
up a heliostat are the mirror module, rear structure, drive, support pylon, foundation,
and tracking controls. The mirror module and rear structure are based very closely on
the commercial design developed by SKI (1 & 2) and on the reduced-scale prototype
of it. Table 1.2 summarizes the specifications of the first commercial heliostat.

The mirror module is the actual reflective element. It consists of two 0.010 inch
aluminum membranes stretched across an aluminum ring. The ring is standard 6-inch
high aluminum channel, rolled to a 160-inch inside radius. The two membranes are
tensioned and welded to the rolled ring so that they retain a pre-tension at all times.
The front membrane is laminated with a silvered-acrylic reflective film. The front
membrane has a hole in its center where a fan draws air from the plenum formed be-
tween the two membranes. The fan causes the front membrane to be drawn inward to
form a parabolic contour, which provides a concentrating effect on the reflected beam
of incident sunlight. The rear membrane is linked to the rear supporting structure near
its center.

The rear support structure attaches to the mirror module at six equally spaced points
about its periphery. The attachment links are pinned to control the manner in which
loads are imposed on the mirror-module ring. The rear structure restrains the module
to maintain its planarity. The rear structure also serves as the path for wind loads to be
conducted to ground. The structure consists of six trusses fabricated from steel bar
angles. The trusses are two feet high at their root, tapered toward the tips. They are
arranged radially about a central hub weldment. The hub is a 2-foot section of 10-inch
diameter steel tubing with a flange at either end.

The drive specified for the first commercial heliostats is a Winsmith torque tube
azimuth/elevation gear drive currently only available as pre-owned units. These drives
were used for Lugo and Carizzo Plains photovoltaic systems. A custom drive adapter
is required to interface this drive to the three mounting pads located on three of the
rear structure trusses near the structure center. A different drive adapter would need
to be designed if a different drive were used.

The support pylon design is based upon a successful approach used at SNLA for several
experimental heliostats. A single 24-inch diameter; 375 in. thick steel tube is set in a



bored hole. The concrete pier is poured around it. A single heavy flange is welded to
the top of the pylon for the drive to bolt to. In this project, the pier size was determined
for soil conditions representative of those at the CRTF in Albuquerque.

The tracking controls are based upon available industrial control components. The
controls require no real time communication for tracking. Each controller can track
independently for a minimum period of one day. A simple on/off signal selects the
operating mode. Periodically, during nonoperating hours, a set of identical coefficients
is broadcast on a simple low-speed buss. Each local controller uses the coefficients for
the next operating period, (day or week depending upon resident memory capacity).



Table 1.2
HELlOSTAT SPECIFICATIONS

Heliostat diameter
Total area
Effective area

Membrane
Material
Thickness
Panel width
Reflective material
Reflective film width
Front membrane hole
Rear membrane hole
Weight

Rin
h aterial
Shape

Cross sectional area
In-plane area moment
Out-of-plane area moment
Weight

Trusses
Quantity
Prima material

7Secon ary material
Height

Weight

Hub
Body material

Flanges
Length
Weight of hub assembly

Controls
Fan motor
Fan diameter
Position sensor
Logic controller

324 in. 8.2 m
573 Sq.ft. 53.2 m:
530 Sq.ft. 49.2 m

5#~~Z~34 Aluminum
.25 mm

36 in. “ 91.4 cm
ECP-305 by 3M Co.
24 in. 61 cm
17 in. 43.2 cm
44 in. 111.8 cm
87 lbs ea. 39.5 kg ea.

6061-T6 Aluminum
6 in. x 1.92 in. Am. Std. Channel
3.63 #/ft. 5.40 kg~
~~1~:~ in. 15.5 Cp

30 cm
13.0 in:4 541.1 cm4
251 lbs. 113.9 kg

6
ASTM A36 Steel
ASTM A36 Steel
24 in. at root 61 cm
13 in. at tip 33 cm
205 Ibs ea. 93 kg ea.

AISI e 1026 steel
?10 in. la. x .25 in. thick 25.4 cm x 6.4 cm

3/8 in. ASTM A36 steel 1 cm
24 in. 61 cm
126 lbs. 57.2 kg

l/4hp 90VDCPM .2 kw
14 in. 35.6 cm
2 in. stroke LVDT 5.1 cm
Siemans S5-102 U



2.0 DESIGN LOADS

Wind and gravity loads were defined so that the drive, pedestal, and foundation could
be sized. This effort considered only existing wind tunnel data on models with similar
configurations. The analysis was based on estimates for component weights. Many sig-
nificant assumptions were made during this work. These assumptions are discussed
first, followed by a discussion of the results.

The source of the wind tunnel data was a report by Colorado State University for the
Solar Energy Research Institute (6). The heliostat models were tested in a turbulent
boundary layer that produced fluxuating local wind speeds and loads on the heliostats.
The data are reported in terms of the mean, maximum and minimum aerodynamic coef-
ficients. For purposes of this design effort, the mean coefficients were used. These
coefficients were used with the defined peak wind speeds. The load reducing effects
of wind fences and other heliostats were neglected; an isolated heliostat was assumed.

Three modes of operations, each with different loads and requirements, were con-
sidered. First, the stow mode was considered. It was assumed that the heliostat would
face the zenith when subjected to peak wind speeds up to 90 mph. The 90-mph wind
was assumed to vary slightly from true horizontal, but to stay within 6 degrees of
horizontal. Second, the go-to-stow mode was considered. It was assumed that the
heliostat might experience peak wind speeds up to 50 mph at any orientation before it
reached stow. This could occur in any heliostat orientation. Operation was the third
mode considered. No excessive deflection was allowed at peak wind speeds of 27 mph
with any heliostat orientation.

Several assumptions were made with respect to the geometry and weight of the drive
and optical element. Assumptions were required because in many cases the geometry
and components had not yet been selected (pending definition of the loads), and
modifications were planned for other components. The distance from the elevation
axis to the heliostat face (Dimension a in Figure 2. 1) strongly influences the moment
load about the elevation axis. A distance of51.5 inches was assumed for calculation of
loads and was later used in the final design. It was assumed that the elevation axis
crossed the axis of the optical element (Dimension b = Oin Figure 2. 1). The final design
has an 1l-inch off-set (Dimension b = 1l“). This difference would cause the actual
elevation moment loads to be higher than design by approximately 15%, and the base
moment loads to be higher by approximately 5%. The distance between the elevation
axis and the foundation was assumed to be 186 inches. The dimension selected for the
final design was 184 inches, an insignificant difference. The weight of the optical ele-
ment was assumed to be 1,980 lbs with its center of gravity located 13.5 inches behind
the ring plane (front surface of the ring). The final design was very close with 1,880 lbs
and 13.5 inches. The weight of the drive adaptor (500 lbs in the final design) was
neglected because of its small significance. The combined weight of the drive and the
pedestal was assumed to be 4,000 lbs. The final design weight was determined to be
3,500 lbs, an insignificant difference.
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The combined loads from the wind and gravity were resolved into loads about the drive
and about the foundation, as shown in Figure 2.1. All elevation angles with the helios-
tat facing toward the wind were considered. Also considered were all azimuth angles
(with respect to the wind) with the heliostat facing the horizon. All load coefficients
as a function of azimuth angle were not provided, so the coefficients as a function of
elevation angle were used (Peterka, 6). Orientations that produced a maximum wind
load vector (force or moment) were used for loading calculations.

The results of this work showed that the loads on the drive, pedestal, and foundation
are higher in the go-to-stow mode than in the stow mode. Therefore, the go-to-stow
loads were used for calculations of the support’s strength. Table 2.1 shows the orien-
tations that produced the maximum loads and the values for the maximum loads. Note
that the peak loads do not all occur at the same orientation, and therefore would not
be imposed simultaneously. The actual loads for the other vectors were used in con-
junction with the peak loads for determination of combined effects. Operational loads
were similar and are summarized in Table 2.2.

Table 2.1
50 MPH Wind and Gravity Loads on Heliostat and Foundation.

Drive Loads

Max Fx’ =

Max Fy’ =

Max Fz’ =

Max Mx’ =

Max My’ =

Max Mz’ =

Foundation Loads

Max Fx” =

Max Fy” =

Max Fz” =

Max Mx” =

Max My” =

Max Mz” =

Elevation

Angle

(gamma, degrees)

+/- 7000 Ibs 90 degrees

+/- 7000 Ibs 90 degrees

+ 2900 Ibs 40 degrees

-6900 Ibs 40 degrees

+/- 497oOO in-lbs 30 degrees

+/- 497000 in-lbs 30 degrees

+/- 460000 in-lbs 90 degrees

+/- 7000 Ibs 90 degrees

+/- 7000 Ibs 90 degrees

-11000 Ibs 40 degrees

+/-1 400000 in-lbs 90 degrees

+/-1 400000 in-lbs 90 degrees

+/- 460000 in-lbs 90 degrees

Azimuth

Angle

(beta, degrees)

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

0,180 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 30 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

0,180 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

+/- 30 degrees



Table 2.2
27 MPH Wind and Gravity Loads on Heliostat and Foundation.

Drive Loads

Max Fx’ =

Max Fy’ =

Max Fz’ =

Max Mx’ =

Max My’ =

Max Mz’ =

Foundation Loads

Max Fx” =

Max Fy” =

Max Fz” =

Max Mx” =

Max My” =

Max Mz” =

Elevation

Angle

(gamma, degrees)

+/- 2000 Ibs 90 degrees

+/- 2000 Ibs 90 degrees

+ 34oO Ibs 40 degrees

+/- 172000 in-lbs 30 degrees

+/- 172000 in-lbs 30 degrees

+/- 134000 in-lbs 90 degrees

+/- 2000 Ibs 90 degrees

+/- 2000 Ibs 90 degrees

-6700 Ibs 40 degrees

+/-482000 in-lbs 90 degrees

+/-482000 in-lbs 90 degrees

+/-1 33400 injbs 90 degrees

Azimuth

Angle

(beta, degrees)

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 30 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

0,180 degrees

0,180 degrees

+/- 90 degrees

+/- 30 degrees



Fx’

\

Fz’

4\

TOP VIEW

-’E?& OPTICAL ELEMENT

\

4
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4 / . GROUND

My”
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Figure 2.1 Heliostat Load Vector Definition.
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3.0 DESIGN MODIFICATIONS TO
MIRROR MODULE

3.1 Mirror Module

The mirror module design used for the 50-m 2 prototype was used as the baseline design
for this work. The original prototype design included some compromises that would
be inappropriate for a production design. These items were changed in the current
work. Several of these improvements suggested themselves during the prototype
fabrication process. Additional changes which would simplify manufacturing became
apparent during the work being reported on here. The changes and improvements
were included where they could be made without adversely affecting related com-
ponents or adding technical risk.

3.1.1 Laminating

A dry laminating process is used to apply the reflective film to the aluminum coil stock
from which the membrane will be fabricated. Dry lamination is a standard industrial
process commonly used to apply decorative and protective films to metal coil stock.
The film is normally manufactured with a pressure-sensitive adhesive on one side
protected by a removable thinner plastic film or release liner. The process is conducted
in a laminator line as shown in Figure 3.1. The laminator removes the release liner and
applies the film to the coil stock and then uses a pair of pinch rollers to set the adhesive.

The laminating procedure used for the Mark II prototype included the use of paper
templates that attached to the membrane coil stock as a mask before laminating. This
mask was applied where the presence of laminate would interfere with subsequent
welding of the coil stock to the heliostat ring (see Figure 3.2). Use of masking avoided
the necessity of stripping the laminate and its adhesive in areas where welding was to
occur. The film was manually sliced with a razor knife along the clearly visible edge of
the mask. The masking paper with the unneeded film could then be lifted off the area
where welding was to be done.

The masking technique was developed because early experience with laminate strip-
ping revealed it to be very time consuming. The stripping technique combined solvents,
heat and mechanical scraping. This subjected the membrane coil stock to risk of
damage. The long-term effects of the solvent on the edge of the laminated area were
unknown and a cause for concern.

Stripping techniques were recently reinvestigated with positive results. A heated blade
was used to scrape the laminate, while the coil stock was securely backed up against a
smooth hard surface. This was demonstrated to be practical. An important step was
to first use a heated blade to score the edges of the area to be stripped. The low-volume
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production plans include use of this technique instead of masking to prepare the weld
area before final assembly.

The elimination of the use of paper masks during laminating provides a minimum 5070
increase in laminating productivity. It also means that the inventory of laminated stock
can be used for any panel of the front membrane. When the coil stock is masked, each
panel is unique, requiring inventory of five different parts plus spares in case of damage.

In the prototype fabrication procedure, the membranes had to be laid out and attached
to the tooling sequentially. This could not be done until after the ring had been as-
sembled and a temporary membrane support layout table was erected in the center of
the tooling. This approach is not viable even for a low-volume production scenario be-
cause it prevents quick cycling of the expensive tooling. The production plan will allow
two membranes to be fitted to their respective tensioning rings simultaneously. This
can be done while the ring is being assembled in a seperate operation.

The tensioning rings will be very similar to the prototype tooling rings. A circumferen-
tial bladder will provide the tensioning force. A peripheral membrane mechanical
clamp system will fixture the membrane. A permanent vacuum layout table in the cen-
ter of each ring will ensure accurate and even fit-up of the membrane to the tooling.
The tensioning rings may then be lifted, complete with an attached membrane, and
moved to the membrane welding station. When production requirements justify it, two
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pairs of tensioning rings may be used to permit fixturing of additional membranes
during the welding of the previous pair.

There have been difficulties with past laminating activities when using the O.010-inch
thick coil stock with maintaining material alignment. The thin material is more dif-
ficult to keep aligned as it passes through the lamination than the thicker stock used in
most commercial applications. Future production of membrane stock will involve the
use of additional active tracking controls. An edge-locating sensor will detect any off-
track condition and control two actuators to steer the pinch rollers to bring the coil
stock back on center. This addition will improve laminating production rate about
another 25?Z0.

A final rate of 2,200 feet per day is used for these estimating purposes.

The specified coil stock will be supplied in a width of 48 inches. This will allow best
use of the 3M ECP-305 reflective film used for heliostats in the past. ECP-305 is avail-
able in 24 inches maximum width. If another film is selected, it will be specified to be
48 inches wide nominally for simplified laminating.

Also visible in Figure 3.1 is a tape applicator. This device applies strips of Tedlar
weather-resistant tape to the edges of the laminated areas to improve the film resis-
tance to tunneling and delaminating (see Figure 3.3). The tape applicator for
production use will also be automatically controlled to follow the edge of the film.

\
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Figure 3.3 Reflective Film Attachment Detail.
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Previous prototype lamination procedures required periodic stopping for manual ad-
justment of the tape applicator tracking.

The use of Tedlar tape for protecting the edge of the laminate has been developed as
a method of preventing delamination and tunneling. Past experience with acrylic
reflective films has revealed a problem with failures of the bond between the silver back
coat and the acrylic film itself. This separation often begins at the edge of the laminate
and progresses across the reflective area as a small tunnel about 3/16 to 1/4 inch wide.
In some instances, entire sections of laminate comes detached affecting from several
square inches to several square feet. Several variables seem to affect the likelihood
and extent of tunneling problems. Preventing the first initiation of the effect at the
laminate edge can prevent onset of this problem. Early heliostats and parabolic troughs
used a reflective acrylic tape to seal the edges. This tape was not sufficiently pliable to
ensure continuous complete sealing of the laminate edge. Sealing the circular outer
perimeter of the heliostat reflective area was particularly difficult. The Tedlar tape was
developed for other industries specifically as a weather resistant sealant tape. The Ted-
lar is resistant to damage by U.V. radiation. The adhesive is very aggressive and
formulated for continuous exposure to weather. The Tedlar itself is ductile and easily
conforms to surface irregularities and in plane curvatures. Experience to date suggests
the small loss of reflective area covered by the non-reflecting tape is more than offset
by the increased longevity of the reflective laminate.

3.1.2 Membrane Fabrication

The membrane coil stock must be cut into strips, which are in turn welded together to
form a 30-foot wide membrane. The ends of each strip are cut to conform to a 30-foot
diameter circle (see Figure 3.2). The welding seam between each panel of the
membrane is formed by overlapping the materials and then resistance welding them to
one another.

Membrane fabrication is identical for front and rear membranes. Strips of coil stock
are unrolled and cut to length for the specific panel being welded. Extra length is al-
lowed at each end for samples of the weld seam to be cut out for quality-control testing.

The panels are laid out on a level table surface with vacuum hold-down capabilities.
The panels are aligned and overlapped along one edge. The vacuum hold down is
turned on first at the center of the new strip, and then activated progressively from the
center toward the ends to work out any waves in the material. As each panel is added
to the membrane, it is rolled onto a single straight mandrel for handling and storage
(see Figure 3.4).

The welding is performed by a rolling spot resistance welder. One electrode arm
reaches under the table and contacts a copper buss bar under the seam area. The other
contact wheel and arm reaches over the top. The membrane panels were originally laid
out so that the overlap was positioned directly over the copper buss bar.
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3.1.3 Tension Tooling

This procedure assumes several changes from the procedures used for the Mark 11
prototype. ~echanges are forthepu~oses ofincreased efficient of manufacturing.
Several changes revolve around increased use ofdedicated tooling andfixtures.

It is recognized that the actualtension toolingusedforthe MarkIIprototype differed
significantly from that originally proposed for production use. The prototype tension
tooling was designed to keep tooling costs moderate. The proposed high-volume
production tooling will require considerable further development to implement, be-
sides theconsiderable detail design and fabrication effort. Production volumes at this
point are unlikely to justify the expense of this development. There is also significant
technical risk associated with the proposed tooling. Therefore, early production plans
use a variation of the tension tooling already demonstrated during the Mark II helios-
tat fabrication.

In the prototype fabrication procedure, there was a single stationary tooling set-up.
The membranes had to be laid out and attached to the tooling sequentially. This could
not be done until after the ring had been assembled and a temporary membrane sup-
port layout table was erected in the center of the tooling. All major assembly operations
for a mirror module were performed sequentially in the same fixture (see Figure 3.5).
These were ring assembly, front membrane layout and tensioning, rear membrane
layout and tensioning, membrane welding to ring, membrane center hole cutting and
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reinforcing, and rear structure attachment. This approach is not viable even for a low-
volume production scenario because it prevents quick cycling of the expensive tooling.

The production plan allows two membranes to be fitted to their respective tensioning
rings simultaneously. This in turn can be done while the ring is being assembled and
while the previous mirror module is being welded.

The tensioning rings are very similar to the prototype tooling rings (see Figure 3.6). A
circumferential bladder provides the tensioning force. A peripheral membrane
mechanical clamp system fixtures the membrane. A permanent vacuum layout table
in the center of each ring ensures accurate and even fit-up of the membrane to the tool-
ing. The rings may then be lifted, complete with an attached membrane, and moved to
the module assembly station. When production requirements justify it, two pairs of
tensioning rings may be used to permit fixturing of additional membranes during the
assembly of the previous pair.

MEMBRAN

ING

TENSION

BLADDER

VACUUM

Figure 3.6 Production Tension Tooling Setup.

3.1.4 Heliostat Ring Fabrication

Two major changes to the heliostat ring design will reduce assembly cost and decrease
assembly time. The ring will be made from three segments of channel instead of four.
The butt joints between the segments will not be welded, but rather they will use a bolt
splice plate.
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Byspecial-ordering longer lengths of aluminum channel, the heliostat ring can be made
fromthreesegments insteadoffour,as intheMarkIIprototype. Thiswillreducescrap
because each rolled ring sectionhas extra material cutoffeach end wherethe rolling
machine cannot form it. Fewer segments means less material wasted. Reduction in
assembly time is achieved by reducing the total number of butt joints in each ring.

The ring was also redesigned to eliminate the use of welding in joining the segments.
Instead, a high-strength nonremovable fastener is now used to bolt a splice plate across
each butt joint (see Figure 3.7). The standard commercial fasteners are not true bolts.
Each fastener has a grooved shank below the head. When the fastener is installed, a
collar is swaged onto the grooved pin by a special forming tool that yields the collar
metal into the grooves on the pin. The collar is swaged while the pin is held under ten-
sion to ensure correct joint compression.

~ CO,\l PLETEl) HELIOSTAT RISC

a

CAST AL U\!l\U.S SPLICE PLATE

CR OOLJEII PIN FASTENER , \

/ S\V,.!CEl) CO L:AR
HELIOSTAT RING LIuTT JolNT

HELIOSTAT RING MOUNTING BUSHING HOLE

Figure 3.7 Detail of Bolted Heliostat Ring Butt Joint.

This system has advantages over high-strength threaded bolts for this application.
Threaded fasteners rely on the indirect method of bolt tightening torque to determine
joint compression. Many factors can contribute to causing false indications for conven-
tional bolts. For swaged collar fasteners, the hydraulic tooling ensures that the pin and
collar are set under the designed fastener tension.

This system is also faster than welding. It can be performed by less costly laborers with
equal or better reliability as welding. Quality control is less expensive and easier to
maintain.
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The fasteners are available as aluminum parts to ensure prevention of galvanic cor-
rosion and to maintain matched thermal expansion coefficients. The entire mirror
module is aluminum. The steel rear structure is completely isolated by the use of
urethane mounting bushings from the mirror module.

The splice plate is a cast aluminum part. It is cost-effective in a wide range of produc-
tion volumes. The same part will serve both as a joint splice plate and as a hinge
attachment point doubler at the six points where the ring is linked to the rear structure.

Ring assembly for the Mark II prototype was performed in the same fixture used for
final assembly of the ring and membranes and rear structure attachment. This ap-
proach is not efficient for production operations because it forces too many assembly
operations to be done sequentially. Assembly tolerances, however, must be maintained
to the same degree exercised on the prototype. Thus, in the new approach, a separate
fixture is used to prepare the rolled channel segments for final assembly. Drill bush-
ings built into the fixture accurately locate all holes for segment joining, tooling
attachment, and rear structure attachment. Also, the fixture ensures accurate trimming
to length of the ring segment to maintain the correct assembled diameter.

After each segment is prepared, it is fitted into an assembly fixture. This fixture holds
the segments to maintain planarity and concentricity while the splice plates are “bolted”
in place to join them. After bolting, six temporary spokes are fitted and tensioned to
maintain concentricity while the ring is removed from the assembly fixture to await final
assembly.

3.1.5 Mirror Module Assembly

Mirror module assembly consists of three major steps. They are

fixture tensioned membranes and heliostat ring for welding,
weld membranes to ring, and
cut and reinforce center holes in membranes.

As mentioned earlier, for the Mark 11prototype this sequence was completed on a
single fixture. For the low-volume production, several stations are used to allow several
steps to be completed in parallel for increased production rates. In the prototype as-
sembly operation, the welding of the membranes to the ring required too much time.
This was primarily a result of the limited welding equipment available.

The heliostat ring may be completed in its assembly fixture and then moved for inter-
im storage before final assembly. This removes ring assembly from the critical path in
determining module production rate.

The membranes will be fixtured to their tensioning rings in stations dedicated to this
task, as described in Section 3.1.3. The rings will then be transferred to the final as-
sembly station.
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At the final assembly station (see Figure 3.8), the tensioning rings with attached
membranes will be first placed in approximate welding position. They will then be ten-
sioned by inflating the tensioning bladders. The front membrane (assembled on
bottom of stack up) will be lowered onto a fixturing ring to ensure its planarity. Next,
the heliostat ring with its temporary spokes will be set on the back of the front
membrane and centered. Then, the rear membrane will be lowered into place where
it presses down on the ring and the front membrane below it.

There are two resistance welders, one above and one below the fixtured mirror-module
components. The welders are set up for indirect rolling spot welds, as shown in Figure
3.9. In the production plan, the pair of indirect resistance welders will then be
synchronized to always work opposite each other to minimize loads on the ring during
welding. They also will be synchronized to avoid firing their welding circuits simul-
taneously. The use of indirect resistance welding allows two rows of welds to be made
at a time.

Indirect welding requires accurate control of all welding parameters to ensure consis-
tent weld quality. Surface preparation will be assured by use of a mechanized abrasion
wheel for the channel and the membrane edge. The welder will be monitored by a data
acquisition system that captures the electronic signature (similar to an oscilloscope) of
each weld pulse and compares it to pre-established limits.

After both membranes are welded to the heliostat ring, the tension tooling bladders
are de-pressurized. The membrane tension developed by the tensioning rings is trans-
ferred to the heliostat ring. The temporary spokes can now be removed because the
membranes keep the heliostat ring concentric.

Another change in the assembly operation results from a minor design improvement.
The membranes both have holes cut in their centers for the fan opening and the rear
access opening. The holes have reinforcing rings attached around their peripheries to
reduce stress concentrations (see Figure 3.10). The reinforcing rings are attached with
a combination of silicone adhesive and self-clinching rivets. The rings are made from
aluminum sheet stock. They are predrilled for rivet locations. The existing holes serve
as guides for drilling holes in the membranes.

The hole in the front membrane has an increased clearance from that of the Mark 11
prototype because a separate bellows seal now attaches between the central fan shroud
and the membrane. The prototype had a slip fit hole in the membrane about the fan
shroud. This required a close tolerance for cutting the membrane hole, locating the
membrane hole, and fabricating and locating the fan assembly. Too large a hole would
have increased air leakage, and thus, focus control system parasitic power usage. The
bellows completely seals this leak path and greatly reduces the required accuracy of
fabrication in this area.

For a complete process plan for the assembly operation see Appendix 3.A.
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3.2 Rear Structure

The rear structure supports the mirror module and transfers wind loads imposed on
the mirror module back to the drive and support pylon. The mirror module is a steel
structure consisting of six bar trusses fabricated from angle iron. The trusses are ar-
ranged in a star pattern with their root ends attached to a single central hub assembly,
The trusses are linked together by tie rods to distribute loads among the trusses and to
limit deflection caused by truss twist.

At the tip of each truss is a hinge element that attaches to the mirror module. The hinge
elements are so named because they are linked to the truss by a pin. They are linked
to the mirror module by a resilient bushing. This permits differential thermal growth
between the aluminum ring and the steel rear structure without imposing any loads on
the ring. This arrangement also limits the bending loads that may be imposed on the
heliostat ring because the resilient bushing serves almost as a ball joint, transmitting
only lateral forces. The tension of the membranes imposes compressive forces on the
heliostat ring. The ring, therefore, must be designed not to buckle. Eliminating bend-
ing loads in the ring reduces the tendency to buckle.

3.2.1 Hinge Element

The hinge element was redesigned from the Mark II prototype to reduce its manufac-
turing cost and to simplify assembly. The redesign also improved long-term
maintainability by eliminating a seal. Use of steel fasteners in aluminum was also
eliminated with its attendant potential for thread galling or seizure.

The new design (shown in Figure 3. 11) uses a single plate for the main body, reducing
total part count and fabrication complexity. Coating for protection from weather is also
simplified by elimination of inaccessible interior surfaces. Attachment to the truss tip
is identical to the prototype. Attachment to the mirror module is improved to allow
for some misalignment during assembly.

The attachment to the mirror module uses a urethane bushing where it attaches to the
aluminum ring. A bolt through the bushing compresses the bushing between two cir-
cular plates. The bushing material, when compressed axially, expands radially to grip
the inside of a cylindrical hole in the heliostat ring. The compressive force is set by a
spacer inside the urethane bushing that limits total compressive deflection. The com-
pression is limited to ensure long bushing life and still provide 16,000 pounds of pull-out
resistance. The hinge-element pin and the geometV of the six truss attachment points
limit the forces on the bushing to all act perpendicularly to its axis. There is, therefore,
almost no force acting to drive the bushing out of its hole. The resilience of the urethane
material allows some relative movement of the ring to the pin, limiting bending loads
introduced into the ring.
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Figure 3.11 Hinge Element Detail.

The bushing, when it is expanded, completely seals the hole in the ring at its mounting
point. This eliminates the need for additional silicone sealant, as used in the prototype
at each hinge connection. The urethane bushing can also be readily replaced by releas-
ing the compressive load on it until it shrinks within its mounting hole. It is then slipped
off its bolt and a new one reinstalled. The urethane specified has excellent weathering
properties and is well shaded from the sun. It may not need replacement for the life of
the unit.

The bolt through the bushing is also used for attachment to the hinge element. The
bolt passes through an oversized hole in the tip of the hinge plate. The oversized hole
is used to accommodate any misalignment between the truss tip location and the at-
tachment point hole in the heliostat ring. This reduces the assembly tolerance for the
rear structure. The most difficult task in assembling the rear structure assembly is
truing the truss tips during final adjustment. By having tolerant hinge attachment con-
nections, the assembly is simplified.

To permit the use of an oversized hole in the hinge plate, the hinge assembly must
depend on bolt pre-tension during assembly for its integrity. Therefore, a l-inch, grade-
8 bolt is used. Under the two nuts, which capture the hinge plate, are two Belleville
washers rated at 10 times the clamping force required for the joint. The nuts will be
tightened at assembly to fully compress the washers. This is a more reliable indication
of bolt tension than tightening torque measurements. The washers also serve to main-
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tain bolt tension if there is any creep in the joint and when the joint bulk temperature
varies.

3.2.2 Tie Rods

The tie rods were redesigned to reduce the total number of parts required. The tie rod
ends, where they attach to the trusses, are threaded and bent to pass through the holes
in the truss primary’s flanges (see Figure 3.12). An acorn nut is used at each truss con-
nection. The thread length is arranged so that the threaded tie rod bottoms in the nut
to jam it. High-strength anaerobic thread-locking solution is used. The previous design
used a male threaded clevis and a long coupling nut at one end of each tie rod. The
other end used a turnbuckle body and another clevis. The new design retains the
turnbuckle body, but reduces the part count per tie rod from 14 to 8.

ORIGINAL TIE ROI) ASSEMBLY

I) OULILER PLATE

REAR STRUCTURE TRUSS PRIMARY

\’
1 1

TURN BUCKLE

Figure 3.12 Tie Rod End Detail.
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3.2.3 Truss-to-Hub Attachment

The truss design uses well-proven details very common in the steel joist industry. The
root of each truss bolts to fins on the hub weldment and to flanges on the hub weld-
ment (see Figure 3.13). The Mark II prototype used match drilled and reamed holes
with shoulder bolts to ensure joint integrity. The revised production design uses slight-
ly oversized holes with nonreplaceable tensioned grooved and swaged fasteners, as
described in Section 3.1.4. The fasteners for the trusses will be grade-8 material, 3/4-
inch diameter.
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Figure 3.13 Truss-to-Hub Bolting Detail.

Elimination of the requirement for reaming the holes means that the trusses and the
hub can be predrilled on separate fixtures prior to the assembly operation. The swaged-
on fasteners use a power tool for assembly that is faster, as well as more reliable, than
the alternative of threaded fasteners and torque wrench. These combined effects speed
the assembly operation considerably. The use of the tensioned pins with swaged-on
collars combined with Belleville washers ensure correct joint compression for full
design strength with resistance to any loosening in service. The fasteners specified are
routinely used for assembly of railway cars and heavy truck chassis, where high joint
loads, reversing loads, and heavy vibration are encountered, and absolute joint
reliability is essential.
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3.2.4 Assembly Fixturing

During assembly of the rear structure, the truss tips must be kept planar. A simple fix-
ture will securely support the hub with its axis vertical. All six trusses will be slipped
onto the attachment fins, and their tips supported so that the centerline of the hinge
pin bushings are planar, and the tips are equidistant apart. The swage bolts will then
be inserted and set. Finally, the tie rods will be installed and tensioned. The truss tip
supports will then be removed, and the trusses checked to ensure they are not pulled
out of place by the tie rods. Pointers on the fixture will be used as a reference point for
this. Adjustments will be made by loosening and tightening the tie rods.

When the fixture is first set up, it must be checked with a transit. It should be peri-
odically rechecked after several rear structures have been assembled. The fixture may
be designed not to require a finished floor to anchor it to. This would reduce the set-
up time required and would allow more flexibility in the on-site assembly operations.

3.2.5 Corrosion Protection

Corrosion protection for the steel parts of the rear structure and for the support pylon
must be supplied. With the long life these assemblies must provide, this is an impor-
tant consideration even in the dry environments many will be built in. Hot dip
galvanizing was selected as a proven long-term protection method suitable for many
climates. Galvanizing requires little labor because little surface preparation is needed.
It is also capable of protecting inside surfaces, not readily coated, using paints. This is
important for the trusses with their small crevices and corners. Galvanizing also resists
mechanical damage better than paints. For components that will be shipped, this is im-
portant because less expensive handling and packaging methods are needed.

3.2.6 Drive Adapter

A drive adapter is required to interface the rear structure to the azimuth/elevation drive
mechanism. The drive specified is only a short-term solution because there are not
many available and they are not cost-effective to reproduce. Once production volumes
are high enough, a different drive will have to be specified. A drive adapter was
designed for the purposes of the very near-term market. It transfers wind and gravity
loads from the entire optical element to the drive. Three mounting pads on three
“drive” trusses are provided on the rear structure for interface.

The selected drive was originally designed for glass-metal heliostats with a central
torque tube. The elevation stage, therefore, has two opposed rotating flanges for
mounting. The drive adapter has two mirror image halves that bolt to these flanges
(see Figure 3.14). The adapter is very similar to that used for the Mark II prototype.
It was redesigned to eliminate time-consuming fabrication of parts with compound
angles. Also, the fixturing is simpler, and the fabrication tolerances are wider.
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3.3 Focus Control System

The focus control system consists of two main subsystems:

- focus fan and support and
mirror-module seals.

/

Mirror
Module

The focus fan is supported in the center of the front membrane so that it may exhaust
air from the space between the two membranes out through a hole in the center of the
reflective membrane. The first subsystem consists of the motor, fan blade, fan blade
shroud, support, and weather cover. The module seals prevent air leakage in and out
of the interior of the mirror module past the fan shroud and through the large access
hole in the rear membrane.

3.3.1 Focus Fan and Mount

The focus fan is driven by a permanent magnet 1/4 horsepower DC motor with a type-
74 frame size. A high- quality motor was specified because of the continuous duty it
will see. Alternatives such as brushless DC motors and variable frequency drives with
an AC motor were investigated. These alternatives were not found to be cost effective.
The primary disadvantage of the selected motor is that it uses a pair of brushes to com-
mutate the armature current. These brushes have a limited life, although some
manufacturers claim up to 40,000 hours. The cost of periodic replacement was
balanced against the cost of eliminating the brushes. The cost of elimination was too
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high. Instead, the design of the motor mounting emphasized easy access for motor
removal and brush replacement.

The fan motor is attached by a strap as found in many HVAC blower installations. No
special face mounting and motor modifications are required, as in the prototype.

The design of the fan mount is greatly simplified when compared to the Mark II
prototype. This is possible because a larger hole (14.5 inches instead of 14 inches) is
made in the front membrane, and a bellows is used to seal the annulus created between
the membrane inside edge and the fan shroud. This larger hole means the fan mount
and shroud assembly can be made to much less restrictive tolerances. The fan shroud
position no longer needs to be adjustable to accommodate misalignment of the
membrane center hole with the true center line of the rear structure. The fan shroud
is now a structural component of the support. All materials are steel, spot welded, and
then hot dip galvanized.

The fan mount bolts to the front flange on the rear structure hub. It also serves as a
mounting support for the LVDT that senses the front membrane position.

A simpler weather cover is used over the fan outlet. A simple flat disk of aluminum
with reflective film laminated to it replaces the previous stamped dish cover. The new
design is less expensive and adds 2.7 ftz of reflective area.

3.3.2 Mirror-Module Seals

Mirror-module seals include a front membrane bellows seal, rear membrane flexible
strip seal, and six sheet metal segment on the rear structure.

The bellows on the front membrane (see Figure 3.15) prevent air flow past the front
membrane inner edge around the fan shroud. The bellows allow the front membrane
to move from the forward defocused position to the rear most focused position with
minimal force required. The front sleeve of the bellows simply clamps to the fan
shroud. The rearwards flange on the bellows is clamped to the front surface of the
reflective membrane by a metal ring. The bellows is molded from Hypalon, an excel-
lent engineering polymer for outdoor applications. It is easily replaced by removing
the weather cover and its weather ring. All work can be done from the front of the mir-
ror module.

On the rear of the mirror module is a large opening (44 inches in diameter) for access
to the focus control components. This opening must be closed when the heliostat is
operating. A series of separate sealing segments (see Figure 3.15) fastens to the front
primaries of the six trusses. This creates a solid disk 3 inches behind the rear membrane.
A flexible strip of PVC-impregnated cloth wraps about the outside diameter of this disk
and closes the opening between the rear membrane and the sealing segments. The
strip is attached with “hook and loop” fastener strips for easy installation and a tight
recloseable fit.
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4.0 DRIVES

4.1 Drive Requirements

The selection of a drive for a commercial heliostat is a very important and sensitive
decision. The cost of drives from any source tends to be high for low volumes of units.
This is because a heliostat drive has a very unique combination of technical specifica-
tions not found in many common industrial devices.

high overall gear reduction ratios (up
high output torque (460,000 in.-lbs),
Obacklash gear train,

These requirements inc~ude:

to 30,000:1),

high laterailoading on output stage (7,000 lbf), and
high axial loading on output stage (7,000 lbf).

Several heliostat drives have been designed specifically for that purpose by various
manufacturers. They have been designed for various sizes and types of heliostats, so
their ratings and geometry vary. Basically, they are all elevation over azimuth drives.
The azimuth stages are all gear or cycloidal gear reducers. For elevation stages, both
gear drives and jack screw designs have been used.

None of the units are in production. There is no existing inventory of new units. Some
of them could be built as specials, but the entire set-up and retooling costs would be
charged to the actual order quantity; rather than being amortized over some projected
long-term production volume. Until a ready market exists for heliostats, this is unlike-
ly to change. When heliostats, glass or stretched-membrane, are being installed in
significant quantities, it will likely be as part of a large megawatt size installation. The
large quantity of heliostats and drives required for a given power plant would probab-
ly still constitute a special order from a drive manufacturer, rather than a production
item for inventory. The drives would, therefore, be customized for use with the type
of heliostats that field will use.

If such a full-scale plant is built using glass/metal heliostats, the owners may also want
to test a limited number of stretched-membrane units, as discussed in Section 1.3. The
stretched-membrane heliostats would have to be adapted to the glass/metal drives in
order to take advantage of any volume cost reductions. At best, the azimuth stage could
be utilized from the high-volume glass/metal drives, and a custom elevation stage
adapted to it with some increased cost penalty for the small quantity.

If an order for drives for commercial stretched-membrane heliostat drives cannot be
“piggy backed” on some other larger order, there is almost no possibility of volume dis-
counts.

This scenario was essentially understood at the beginning of the current effort. It was
also recognized that through a DOE-funded development effort Peerless-Winsmith
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had designed and prototype a promising drive that had reasonable cost projections
for volume production (7). The design was also amenable to scaling to other sizes
through a limited additional engineering effort. The level of funding available for the
current effort was insufficient to design a drive specifically for low volume 50 m2
heliostat applications. It was decided instead to review the drives that were already
available. It was assumed that an available design would be used, even if it was
oversized for this 50 m2 heliostat. A quick investigation of nonsolar-specific industrial
components was made to look for something currently available that could be adapted
for use as a drive.

4.2 Existing Heliostat Drives

Three manufacturers of heliostat drives were identified. They are Peerless-Winsmith,
Inc., Hub City Inc., and Flenders Corp. Each manufacturer was solicited to recom-
mend one existing drive and supply costs at several different production quantities.
They were given the specifications for drive loads and tracking accuracy as described
in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1
Partial Heliostat Drive Specifications for First Commercial Heliostat.

Worst Case Loads
Elevation torque 497,000 in-lbs
Azimuth torque 460,000 in-lbs (+/-)

Horizontal load 7,000 Ibs
Vertical load 6,900 Ibs .....downward

2,900 Ibs .....upwards

Gear backlash 0.50 mrad maximum

Flenders Corp. expressed little interest in continuing involvement in heliostat drive
manufacture. Hub City supplied costs to reproduce one of its existing torque tube
designs in a wide range of volumes. The specifications of its recommended drive,
design model #99-22-0035 1, are summarized in Table 4.2. Peerless-Winsmith
provided similar information for the low-cost drive mentioned previously. Its specifica-
tions are also shown in Table 4.2. The Peerless-Winsmith unit was selected as the
lowest cost option of these three.
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Table 4.2

*

Specifications for Several Heliostat Drives.

Peerless-Winsmith Hub-City

Low-cost #1151 #99-22-00351

Max. rate of rotation, degrees/rein.

Azimuth 12 11.7

Elevation 12 11.7

Torque capability, ft-lb

Elevation, operate 32053

drive to stow 65547

maximum 87403 * 18500

Azimuth, operate 30118

drive to stow 29000

maximum 61364 18500

Output shaft tolerance, (backlash)

mrad 1.5 .38 max.

Output shaft deflection

mrad 2.0 2.8 El.

@ 32000 ft-lb 6000 ft-lb

Effective drive ratio.

Azimuth 33120:1 18400:1

Elevation 31640:1 18400:1

7.4

7.4

29000

60000

60000

.5

< +3

20000 ft-lb

29200:1

29200:1

Tested to excess of 80,000 ft-lbs operating torque. Ratings are calculated values for
cast iron. Nodular iron increases safety factor by factor of 2. Another factor of 2 is
included for fatigue.

A limited source of pre-owned Peerless-Winsmith torque tube type drives was also
found. They were originally sold to support a 93 m2 heliostat. The specifications are
shown in Table 4.2. The Carrizo Solar Corp. is selling some units that were originally
installed at the Taft Solar Thermal site and from the Carrizo Plains Field. The cost of
these units is reasonable, but there are only a few available. This was the option selected
for very low, 1 to 50, production volumes of heliostats.
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5.0 SUPPORT AND FOUNDATION

The heliostat drive must be mounted at an elevation high enough to allow the mirror
module to rotate to face the horizon. An additional foot of height is added to ensure
clearance from low vegetation and snow fall. For the drive designs considered here,
the support is a single vertically positioned piece of structural steel tubing with a flange
on the upper end to adapt to the drive mechanism (see Figure 5.1). The base of this
pylon must be anchored to a foundation that resists all forces and moments from gravity
and wind. The support and foundation design must prevent excessive mirror module
movement at operating wind speeds. At higher wind speeds, it must not deflect per-
manently.

The final design (see Figure 5.2) uses a section of tubing that is continuous from the
top flange to ground level and into the cast-in-place concrete pier. The embedded sec-
tion of tubing extends to the bottom of the pier and serves as the steel reinforcing, thus
eliminating the steel rebar cage. Experience at the CRTF with installing heliostat
pylons led to the development and demonstration of this efficient method of pylon in-
stallation. This approach eliminates having to fabricate and place a reinforcing cage of
rebar in the bored hole. It also eliminates the J-bolts at the top surface of the pier and
their positioning fixture. A pylon bottom end flange to interface with the pier J-bolts
is also eliminated. This results in a significant labor and cost savings.

Pylon design initially followed the conventional approach of a reinforced pier with J-
bolts for interface to the pylon (see Figure 5.2). This was simplified to using a tube as
reinforcement and with a flange on the top to provide an interface to the pylon. The
ground-level flange set was retained in this design to allow final adjustment of the pylon
to ensure it is kept vertical. The cost of this approach led to a decision to eliminate the
expensive ground level flanges and put more care at installation into assuring that the
continuous pylon is kept vertical. The control algorithm can also effectively correct for
axis tilt, making this issue less critical.

5.1 Pylon Design

The pylon design considered: pylon tube,
base flange,
top flange,
tube to flange welds, and
flange bolts.

When the design was simplified to eliminate the ground-level flange set, the ground-
level flange and bolt issues were also eliminated. Each step considers both material
stresses at survival conditions and displacement errors at operational conditions.
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Figure 5.2 Alternative Pier and Pylon Interface Designs.

The pylon is modeled as a cantilever beam with both compressive and transverse load-
ing combined with an axial and transverse moment. Bending moment at the base is
derived from two sources. A couple is created by the offset of the mirror-module cen-
ter of gravity from the vertical axis of the pylon. Added to this is the moment created
by the transverse wind drag off the mirror module acting at a distance from the pylon
base equal to the height of the center-of-wind effort above the ground. The axial mo-
ment results from combined drag and aerodynamic lift forces on the mirror module
acting through a center- of-force offset from the pylon axis (See Section 2.0).

The analysis used was based upon work in Roark8. Selected results of pylon maximum
stress and tilt error for a variety of loading conditions are shown in Table 5.1.

Initial design work resulted in selecting a pylon of 20- inch diameter and a .625-inch
wall thickness. Selection of the Peerless-Winsmith low-cost drive, as a potential drive
for low-volume production heliostats, dictated a 24-inch pylon. The Peerless-Winsmith
unit requires clearance inside the upper portion of the pylon for the azimuth drive
motor. Calculations were repeated for the larger diameter pylon using a .375-inch wall,
representative of 24-inch schedule-20 pipe material. This material was chosen based
upon its availability, as opposed to its optimal sizing. As production quantities increase,
availability is less of a problem. Vendors’ charges to special order material are amor-
tized over more units and are, therefore, less significant, allowing economical use of
more optimally sized elements.
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Table 5.1
Pylon Stresses and Tilt Errors Resulting from Various Load Conditions

Load Case A Load Case B Load Case C

Pylon 50 mph

20” Sch 40, .593” wall
Stress, psi
Error, mrad

20” Sch 20..375” wall
Stress, psi 11000
Error, mrad 3

20” Sch 10, .25” wall
Stress, psi
Error, mrad

24” Sch 40, .687” wall
Stressj psi
Error, mrad

24” Sch 20, .375” wall
Stress, psi
Error, mrad

24” Sch 10, .25” wall
Stress, psi 11000
Error, mrad 2.5

6000 1800
3.1 .9

27 mph 50 mph 27 mph 50 mph

4000
2

3000 6000
.8 3

9000
4.6

2200
1

3900
1.7

3000 6200 1800 8500
.5 2.6 .8 2.6

27 mph

1200

.6

1900
1

3000
1.6

700
.3

1300
.6

1900
.8

After acceptable stresses and deflections were confirmed, the resonant frequency of
the pylon and drive system was considered. Designers of large dish structures in the
telecommunications industry typically design for a natural frequency greater than 1 Hz,
preferably greater than 2 Hz. This has been determined to help protect against oscil-
lations induced by wind and seismic forces. The pylon and drive system was modeled
two ways: as a single mass, single spring and as a dual mass, dual spring system (see
Figure 5.3). The single mass model assumes an infinitely stiff drive gear box and ser-
ves as a check for reasonableness to the dual mass model. In the dual mass model, a
value for stiffness of the drive must be used. This value is not well defined by the drive
manufacturers.

Therefore, a range of drive stiffness values was considered to determine the sensitivity
of the model to this variable.

The dual mass model handles the mirror module as one inertial load. Its mass includes
the mirror module itself and half the drive mass to represent the moveable azimuth
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Figure 5.3 Mass and Spring Model of Support Pylon and
Drive for Natural Frequency Determination.

stage. This mass is linked by a torsional spring, representing the drive gear train, to the
other half of the drive and the pylon top flange. A second torsional spring, representing
the pylon body, connects the second mass to ground. This spring represents the pylon.

Some results of this model are shown in Table 5.2. The natural frequency of the final
design is estimated to be 10 Hz based on best information on the drive stiffness. At
some time in the future, a finite element analysis of this system should be considered
to identi~ combined natural frequencies.

Table 5.2
Support Structure Natural Frequencies

(Hz.)

Drive Stiffness Coefficient
(ft-lb/radian)

Actual Low High
16x 106 1.6x 106 160x 102

Pylon

20” Sch 20
24” Sch 10

9.87
10.36 3.37 23.87
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5.2 Foundation

A cast-in-place concrete pier was selected as the most cost-effective approach to
anchoring the support pylon. The pier design was based upon soil conditions at the
CRTF in Albuquerque. A generic pier design is not possible because of the widely
varying soil conditions likely from one site to another. The cast-in-place pier is likely
to be a constant. The length and diameter will vary.

The foundation or pier analysis was conducted based upon soil conditions reported at
the CRTF (9, 10). Data were available from previous test borings and soil analysis done
in earlier contracts for SNLA.

The design was based upon a single pier for each heliostat. The pier is to be cast in
place in a bored hole. The steel reinforcing is to be in the form of a steel pipe. Holes
will be flame cut in the pipe in the part to be imbedded in the concrete to let the con-
crete flow into and fill the interior of the pipe.

The analysis considered both twisting of the foundation and tilting. It was performed
in three steps:

1. Determine acceptable range of pier diameters and depths to reskt twkt mo-
ments.

2. Determine acceptable range of pier diameters and depths for soil to support
lateral loads and moments. Resulting deflections are evaluated here.

3. Confirm adequate strength of the pier itself for the selected diameter, steel
reinforcement configuration, and material properties.

5.2.1 Pier Resistance to Twisting Moment

The pier experiences a twisting moment about its vertical axis from wind effects on the
heliostat when it is skewed to the wind vector. This twisting moment is resisted by the
friction between the pier outer surface and the soil. The soil friction coefficient is found
from on-site soil tests and from handbook values for the applicable soil type. Soil pres-
sure can be found by on-site measurements, or more typically, from a combination of
observations of site soil conditions and handbook tables and charts.

The analytical approach assumes that the overburden pressure of the soil increases
linearly with depth down to a certain critical depth (1 1). This depth, usually expressed
in diameters, is a function of soil conditions and pier diameter. Typically, this critical
depth occurs at 10 to 20 diameters depending upon soil density. This is true for
cohesionless soil, as found at the CRTF.

Maximum moment about the vertical axis is 460,000 in.-lbs. A design safety factor of
2 is typical for footings when soil conditions are well defined; the hazard is not great,
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and full design loads are not likely. A safety factor of 2 is referenced as typical for bored
piles, as opposed to 2 to 3 for driven piles (12). Table 5.3 shows twist resistance of
several possible pier geometries. Those shown within the block are acceptable.

Table 5.3
Pier Resistance to Twist

(ft-lbs X 102)
Pier Diameter 36 inch 42 inch

Pier Depth

12ft 43.3 59.0

15 ft. 67.7 92.1

20 ft. 163.8

Design load; 38.3 ft-lb x 103

5.2.2 Soil and Pier Reaction Analysis

The analysis used determines how a long flexible pier reacts to lateral loading in the
given soil conditions. Cohesionless soil is assumed. This part of the analysis is based
upon empirical relationships and requires an iterative approach to the solution (12).
Table 5.4 shows the final results for several pier geometries and loads. Final results
show foundation deflection and ultimate pier load capacity.

Table 5.4
Soil and Pier Reactions

Long Flexible Pier Model

Ultimate Lateral Load Lateral Deflection

at ground level.

at 27 mph.

(Ibs X 103) (inches)

Pier Diameter &i!2!2h Q&!G!l 36 inch QJ@!
Pier Depth

12ft 34.2 39.9 0.05 0.04

15ft 60.2 70.3 0.07 0.04
20 ft 122.6 143.0 0.05 0.05

To perform this analysis, a series of intermediate results are calculated from the input
parameters, These intermediate results are used with an empirically derived graph to
establish two deflection coefficients. The deflection coefficients are used in an addi-
tional calculation to predict pier ultimate load and deflection. For several load and
pier geometry combinations, the calculated intermediate required considerable ex-
trapolation from the empirical graphs. Another analysis technique was used as a check
for the long flexible pile model.
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Thesecond analysis wasmade assuming ashort rigid pier. This analysis wasusedto
predict the ultimate load bearing capacity of the pier. No deflection information could
be determined. The results shown in Table 5.5 were compared to those derived from
the previous analysis. The match is good for all data combinations, including those with
the off-scale intermediate results. The model results did not differ by more than 1.3%,
giving confidence in the calculated results.

Table 5.5
Soil and Pier Reactions
Short Rigid Pier Model

Ultimate Lateral Load

(Ibs X 103)

Pier Diameter 36 inch 42 inch

Pier Depth

12ft 34.6 40.4

15ft 61.0 71.1

20 ft 124.1 144.8

The final step of pier design is to equate the lateral deflections to pier tilt, and there-
fore, induced optical error. For a stiff pier, the pier tilt is a r~sult of the soil’s sub-grade
reaction to the force of the pier upon it (see Figure 5.4) The soil’s sub-grade reaction
coefficient can be obtained from an empirically derived graph relating soil characteris-
tics and density to the sub-grade reaction (12). This leads to determination of the pier’s
center of rotation and tilt as tabulated in Table 5.6. A 42-inch diameter pier with a
depth Of 15 feet was selected for the final design based on the deflection occurring at
a wind speed of 27 mph.
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Table 5.6
Slope Error Resulting From Pier Tilt

(mrad)
Pier Diameter 36 inch

Pier Depth

12ft 0.63

15ft 0.70

20 ft 0.37

Q@Gh

0.51

0.40

0.37

5.2.3 Stress in Pier

Once pier geometries were determined that would have acceptable performance, the
stress inthepier itself was checked. Both thesteel andconcrete are considered. The
model requires an equivalent rectangular pier to be calculated as the first step. Using
this equivalent pier and selecting properties of the concrete to be used result in a max-
imum bending stress the pier can withstand. The analysis assumes a balanced
reinforcement, which means compression and tensile failure occur at the same load.
This load is compared to the required load capacity to confirm the selected pier
geometry. The maximum required bending moment at ground level is 116,600 ft.-lbs.
Table 5.7 shows the capacity of several piers. The high ratio of pier capacity to design
load indicates the deflection driven nature of this design.

Table 5.7
Bending Stress in Pier

Maximum bending moment in pier at which steel in con-
crete will yield.

Reinforcing; 24 inch diameter tube, 36 ksi steel.

Pier Diameter

Steel thickness

.25 inches

.69 inches

Design load; 0.1 ft-lb x 106

(ft-lb X 106)

36 inch w

2.2 3.3

2.6 3.8
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6.0 TRACKING CONTROLS 

6.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this analysis was to define a control system suitable for operation of a 
small (25-100) field of heliostats. The major objective was to reduce communication 
demands in that control system. The scope of this investigation was limited to develop- 
ment of an azimuth and elevation tracking algorithm for a standard industrial 
programmable logic controller (PLC). The tracking algorithm, combined with the al- 
gorithm for a third control axis (membrane extension) developed for the Mark II 
stretched-membrane heliostat, was multiplexed to provide simultaneous operation of 
four heliostats from a single controller to limit costs. 

This analysis is presented in four parts: 

6.2. Solar Azimuth and Elevation, 
6.3. Ideal Heliostat Azimuth and Elevation, 
6.4. Actual Heliostat Azimuth and Elevation, and 
6.5. Local Heliostat Controller. 

A schematic program for the tracking algorithm is also provided in an appendix. 

The control and communication system used at Solar One used dedicated cabling to 
periodically transmit the solar azimuth and elevation to all heliostat controllers every 
few seconds. The status of each heliostat is subsequently transmitted back to the central 
level. Serially encoded communication is accomplished over dedicated cables. The 
system has had several problems and is expensive. Alternatives to the dedicated cable 
communication network for large fields have been explored by other (13). 

The small field size associated with this investigation led to a different emphasis. 
Specifically, the information to be communicated was reviewed to reduce control 
demands. Rather than transmit solar elevation and azimuth every few seconds, the 
potential for transmitting the coefficients of a polynomial that approximate solar posi- 
tion was considered. This approach reduced the amount of tracking information to be 
communicated daily from approximately 28 kilobytes (8 bit words) to about 55 bytes. 
The reduction by orders of magnitude in information virtually eliminates any problems 
with communication rate. 

This investigation was limited to control strategies that allowed information to be 
broadcasted. The control algorithm developed in this report does not require thatany 
heliostat controller be individually addressed. The solar azimuth and elevation can be 
broadcasted; all controllers require the same information. In a small field, it is unlike- 
ly that operation modes for a single heliostat need to be changed automatically. 
Consequently, the operating mode can be broadcasted as well. The combination of 
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broadcasted information (no heliostat addresses) and the small amount of information
to be transferred reduces communication protocol requirements.

Relatively little control engineering cost can be justified for small production volumes
and field sizes. Consequently, only standard, available industrial programmable logic
controllers were considered in this analysis. A single controller, specifically the
Siemens 100U PLC, was considered for the local heliostat controller in this analysis to
focus the investigation on the tracking algorithm rather than on a market review of
available controllers. Alarm, mode, and membrane extension algorithms for the
Siemens controller were developed for the Mark II stretched-membrane heliostat.
This controller had the advantages of low cost, a slightly higher level programming lan-
guage than competitive controllers, and the ability to communicate through the
programming port or via discrete modules.

The first step in the investigation was to consider the accuracy of a polynomial ap-
proximation for solar azimuth and elevation over a day. Ultimately, the day was
partitioned into five parts, with a separate, third-order polynomial used to represent
azimuth or elevation in each partition. This time partition, combined with the daily
symmetry about solar noon, yielded an expression with a standard tracking error of less
than one milliradian on the summer solstice and smaller errors on shorter days.
Polynomial approximations were considered to be a reasonable approach to reduce the
communicated information by three orders of magnitude.

The second step in the analysis considered the transfer function between solar and ideal
heliostat azimuth and elevation. The ideal heliostat position is peculiar to field loca-
tion; consequently, the local controller must calculate this information. The Siemens
controller does not provide trigonometric relationships. Polynomial approximations
were rejected because of the memory requirements imposed on the local controller to
store several hundred coefficients. Trigonometric approximations were built with
series approximations that required only simple arithmetic operations. Two series ap-
proximations were considered. The MacLaurin series was ultimately selected.

The third step in the investigation tested a polynomial transfer function between the
ideal and actual heliostat position. This difference is associated with incidental errors
such as drive axis tilt (e.g., during installation or from foundation shift), and inherent
drive nonlinearities such as those associated with a jack screw elevation drive. A fourth-
order polynomial, with two partitions based on position, provided a transfer function
with 0.3 mrad of tracking error.

Finally, a schematic program for the Siemens controller was developed. This schematic
allowed the processing time and memory requirements to be accurately estimated. The
program was configured to allow membrane extension calculations and updates to be
done several times during the azimuth and elevation calculations. Special hardware
requirements in the local controller were defined consistent with the tracking and
membrane algorithms.
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The investigation reported on here resulted in an algorithm sufficiently developed to
ensure that four heliostat azimuth, elevation, and membrane extension axes could be
controlled by a single Siemens 100U PLC. Communication demands were reduced by
orders of magnitude. This report provides the basis for a low-risk development of a
control system design suitable for small heliostat fields.

6.2 Solar Azimuth and Elevation

The solar azimuth and elevation must be calculated to define the gimbal axis positions
for any heliostat. This ephemeris calculation was performed by the field controller at
Solar One, and the results were communicated on approximately five-second intervals
to each heliostat controller. The viability of two alternate approaches is considered in
this report: ephemeris calculation at the local controller to eliminate communication,
and a polynomial approximation of the solar azimuth and elevation to reduce com-
munication requirements.

The modified ephemeris calculation proposed by Robert Walraven was used to define
solar azimuth and elevation (14). The estimated time to perform this ephemeris cal-
culation on the Siemens PLC heliostat controller was approximately 1.6 seconds.
Performance at the heliostat controller eliminated the communication requirement,
but the processing time was substantial. Calculation updates should be made on five-
second intervals to maintain tracking accuracy; over 30% of the allowable processing
time would be used in making this single calculation. The remaining time was insuffi-
cient for membrane and drive position calculations.

A polynomial approximation of solar azimuth and elevation executed at the heliostat
controller was also considered. The polynomial was of the following form:

k k
Azimuth = SUM Ai * t i and Elevation = SUM Ei * t i

i=() i=o

where k = the order of the curve fit,
~E = constants, and
t = time.

Communication between the field and local controllers is required for the polynomial,
but it is limited to the coefficient of the curve fit. The processing time for a polynomial
was potentially less than the modified ephemeris calculation. Consequently, the inves-
tigation centered upon the relation between the accuracy, order, and number of time
segments required per day.

The scope of the investigation was limited to the following:

1. A single latitude (32° N) and longitude (97° W) were used.
2. Refraction at small elevation angles was considered, but temperature and

pressure, which affect the index, were not varied.
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3. The accuracy was established for four days only of a single year (summer
solstice, winter solstice, and the two equinoxes in 1990).

The day was divided into a number of segment, and a multiple linear regression analysis
was performed for each segment. The order of the curve fit was varied to maintain the
error or the polynomial approximation below one milliradian. The results of the in-
vestigation are summarized in Tables 6.1 through 6.6.

Table 6.1
Sun position, Azimuth, March 21st
Standard Estimate of Error, MRAD

Time 2nd order 3rd order 4th order
7:15 a.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- ---- ----

7:15 a.m. -12:36 p.m. ---- ---- 1.9595
12:36 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- ---- 1.9032

7:15 a.m -12:02 p.m. ---- 0.7862 0.6763
12:02 p.m. - 1:08 p.m. ---- 0.7915 0.2891

1:08 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- 0.2888 0.6959

7:15 a.m. -11:45 a.m. ---- 0.7950 ----
11:45 a.m. - 1:25 p.m. ---- 0.2917 ----

1:25 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- 0.7884 ----

7:15 a.m. - 9:28 a.m. 0.8208 ---- ----
9:28 a.m. -11:20 a.m. 0.9530 ---- ----

11:20 a.m. -12:36 p.m. 0.7596 ---- ----
12:36 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. 0.6988 ---- ----

1:50 p.m. - 3:41 p.m. 0.9110 ---- ----
3:41 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. 0.8613 ---- ----

5th order
12.9434

0.7008
0.9226

.---
----
----

----
----
----

----
----
----

----
----
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Table 6.2
Sun Position, Elevation, March 21st
Standard Estimate of Error, MRAD

Time 2nd order 3rd order 4th order
7:15 a.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- ---- ----

7:15 a.m. -12:36 p.m. ---- 1.9364 0.3371
12:36 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- 1.9185 0.3369

7:15 a.m. -12:02 p.m. ---- 1.2425 ----
12:02 p.m. - 1:08 p.m. ---- 0.3077 ----

1:08 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- 1.2596 ----

7:15 a.m. -11:45 a.m. ---- 0.9370 ----

11:45 a.m. - 1:25 p.m. ---- 0.3171 ----
1:25 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. ---- 0.9468 ----

5th order
7.2736

0.3281
0.3273

----
----
--.-

----
----
----

7:15 a.m. - 9:28 a.m. 0.4125 ---- ---- ----

9:28 a.m. -11:20 a.m. 0.6494 ---- ----
11:20 a.m. -12:36 p.m. 0.3583 = ---- ----

12:36 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. 0.3483 ---- ---- ----
1:50 p.m. - 3:41 p.m. 0.6440 ---- ---- ----

3:41 p.m. - 5:56 p.m. 0.4230 ---- ---- ----

Table 6.3
Sun Position, Azimuth, Dec. 21st

Standard Estimate of Error, MRAD
Time 2nd order 3rd order 4th order

8:16 a.m. - 4:37 p.m. ---- ---- 4.1862

8:16 a.m. -12:28 p.m. 1.3191 0.9178 0.3039
12:28 p.m. - 4:37 p.m. 1.2638 0.9089 0.3050

8:16 a.m. -12:02 p.m. 0.6171 ---- ----
12:02 p.m. -12:53 p.m. 0.2938 ---- ----
12:53 a.m. - 4:37 p.m. 0.5935 ---- ----

8:16 a.m. -11:00 a.m. 0.4588 ---- ----
11:00 a.m. -12:28 p.m. 0.3922 ---- ----
12:28 p.m. -12:55 p.m. 0.3906 ---- ----
12:55 p.m. - 4:37 p.m. 0.4749 -.-- ----

5th order
0.6426

----
---.

----
----
----

----
----
----
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Table 6.4
Sun Position, Elevation, Dec 21st

Standard Estimate of Error, MRAD
Time 2nd order 3rd order 4th order

8:16 a.m. - 4:37 p.m. ---- 6.7877 0.7076

8:16 a.m. -12:28 p.m. 3.0854 0.3076 ----
12:28 p.m. - 4:37 p.m. 3.0258 0.2994 ----

8:16 a.m. -12:02 p.m. 2.3556 ---- ---.
12:02 p.m. -12:53 p.m. 0.3201 -.-- ----
12:53 a.m. - 4:37 p.m. 2.2555 ---- ----

8:16 a.m. -11:00 a.m. 0.9123 ---- ----
11:00 a.m. -12:28 p.m. 0.3038 ---- ----
12:28 p.m. -12:55 p.m. 0.3073 ---- ----
12:55 p.m. - 4:37 p.m. 0.8578 ---- ----

Table 6.5
Sun Position, Azimuth, June 21st

Standard Estimate of Error, MRAD
Time 2nd order 3rd order 4th order

6:11 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. - 11:12 a.m.
11:12 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. -10:48 a.m.
10:48 a.m. -12:18 p.m.
12:18 p.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. -lO:l7 a.m.
10:17 a.m. -11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. - 8:36 a.m.
8:36 a.m. -10:17 a.m.

10:17 a.m. -11:12 a.m.
11:12 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m. -12:10 p.m,
12:10 p.m. -12:30 p.m.

----

----
-.--

----
----
----

----
----
----

0.547
0.727
0.758
0.657

0.470
0.647

----

----
----

1.947
----
----

0.779
0.961
1.064

----
----
----
----
----
----

23.78

1.538

0.655
0.549

0.2904

0.344
----
----

----
. ..-
----
----
----

5th order
0.7078

----
----

-.--
-.--
----

----
----
-.--
----

5th order
7.7000

0.585
1.050

0.331
----
----

----
----
----

.-. .
----
----
----
----
----
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Table 6.6
Sun Position, Elevation, June 21st
Standard Estimate of Error, MRAD

Time
6:11 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. - 11:12 a.m.
11:12 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. -10:48 a.m.
10:48 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. -10:17 a.m.
10:17 a.m. -11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m. -12:30 p.m.

6:11 a.m. - 8:36 a.m.
8:36 a.m. -10:17 a.m.

10:17 a.m. -11:12 a.m.
11:12 a.m. -11:45 a.m.
11:45 a.m. -12:10 p.m.
12:10 p.m. -12:30 p.m.

2nd order
----

----
----

-.--
----

----
----
----

0.3387
0.2970
0.2971
0.2980
0.3009
0.2875

3rd order
----

----
--.-

----
----

0.2912
0.3068
0.2856

----
----
----
----
----
----

4th order
----

----
----

0.2970
0.3295

----
----
----

----
----
----
----
----
----

5th order
----

0.2922
0.2711

----
----

----
----
----

----
----
----
----
----
-.--

This investigation clearly demonstrated that relatively few time segments are required
per day, even for low-order approximations. For example, three third-order polyno-
mials are required for each axis on the summer solstice. The information transferred
would be limited to four 16-bit coefficients and one 8-bit variable (to describe the time
for shifting from one expression to the next) per polynomial, along with one 8-bit vari-
able to define sunrise, for a total of (55) 8-bit words to describe solar azimuth and
elevation for a full day. This polynomial communication requirement compares to
(9096) 8-bit words if the solar position were transmitted at five-second intervals.

A third-order polynomial was selected to approximate solar azimuth and elevation in
order to minimize the number of communicated words. A schematic program for the
Siemens PLC was developed (see Appendix A); the execution time for the polynomial
was 0.08 seconds compared to the 1.6-second requirement for an ephemeris calcula-
tion.

The use of a polynomial approximation for solar azimuth and elevation at the local
heliostat controller does not eliminate the ephemeris calculation, but shifts the demand
to the field level. The ephemeris data must then be regressed upon to define the poly-
nomial coefficients. Finally, an optimization procedure must also be performed to
establish the time segments for each day. These calculations would be difficult to im-
plement, even on the more powerful field PLC. The calculations can be performed on
a personal computer, however, and the results loaded into a nonvolatile bubble memory
module for the field controller. A 32-kilobyte module would provide adequate memory
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formorethanayear of operation in addition toprogrambackup storage. This approach
would relieve both the field and local controllers from ephemeris calculations.

The polynomial approximation was selected for calculation of the solar azimuth and
elevation. This process required only 55 words to be communicated to the field on a
daily basis. Transmission of a single day or several days of sun position information
could be in a few minutes. The processing time for the actual solar azimuth and eleva-
tion is short and can be accomplished during each update cycle.

6.3 Ideal Heliostat Azimuth and Elevation

The heliostat azimuth and elevation is distinct from the solar position and must be cal-
culated based on the position of the heliostat with respect to the fixed receiver. Two
approaches were considered to calculate the ideal heliostat azimuth and elevation: an
approximate polynomial transfer function was defined, and trigonometric functions
were built to allow for an exact transfer function.

A polynomial was initially evaluated as an approximate transfer function. The polyno-
mial was of the following form:

Ha = CO+Cla+ C2e+Cga2+C4ae

+C5e2+C6a3 +C7a2e+C8ae2 +Cge3

He= IQ+ Kla+Kze+Kqa2+KAae

+K5e2+~a3+ KTa2e+Kgae2 +Kge3

where Ha = heliostat azimuth,
He = heliostat elevation,
a = sun azimuth,
e = sun elevation, and
C, K = constants stored in each

heliostat controller.

The objective was to describe a unique polynomial for each heliostat based upon field
position. This polynomial would be used for several days to modify the solar position
to the heliostat azimuth and elevation. Constants would be stored at the local helios-
tat controller. Communication of the coefficients between the field and heliostat
controller was not considered, as this communication would require that heliostats be
addressed individually.

The coefficients of the polynomial were defined with regression upon a single “nominal”
day (summer solstice and equinox). The same expression was subsequently applied
before and after the nominal day to determine the length of time that a single set of
coefficients would be accurate. The results are shown in Table 6.7.
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Nominal Day

Summer Solstice
Equinox

Table 6.7
Accuracy of the Cubic Position Polynomial

As a Function of Time

Std. error of approximation, milliradians
Days from Nominal Day

O 1 2 3 5 10 23
0.67 0.65 0.65 0.66 0.84 2.10 1.65
0.53 2.06 4.10 8.55 10 20 45

The cubic polynomial approximation used as a transfer function between solar and
heliostat azimuth and elevation is, at best, acceptable for four or five days at the solstice,
but acceptable for a single day only at the equinox. Approximately 200 polynomials are
required for an entire year. More than 30 kilobytes of storage would be required at the
heliostat controller for the coefficients for four heliostats. The memory requirements
for coefficient storage exceed the capability of the PCL. Consequently, the polynomial
approach was abandoned.

An exact transfer function between the solar and ideal heliostat azimuth and elevation
requires trigonometric functions. Specifically, two primary functions, sine and cosine,
and two reversion functions, arcsine and arccosine, are required. These functions are
not available for the heliostat controller, but can be built with arithmetic operations.

Two approximations for sine and cosine were evaluated. A modified series repre-
sentation of sine and cosine of the form follows:

sinx= x (l- +) (1 - + ) (1 -#? )....
pi 2 pi 3 pi

Cosx= (l- .*) (l-#z )(l-#z)..
pi 3 pi 5 pi

The advantage of this representation was a single exponentiation (exponentiation is
achieved in the Siemens PLC with a set of explicit instructions for multiplication and
register shifts), and a single subtraction step that is particularly convenient in binary
logic. The execution of arithmetic functions is substantially faster in binary rather than
floating point operations.

The ephemeris calculations were performed with this modified series approximation,
and the number of series terms was varied to determine the error in the ideal heliostat
azimuth and elevation. The results are shown in Table 6.8.
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Table 6.8
Accuracy of Sine and Cosine Approximations

using a Modified Series
Ideal Heliostat Standard error estimate, mrad
Axis Number of terms in series

25 50 100 200 400

Azimuth 6.334 3.194 1.603 0.803 0.402
Elevation 1.690 0.851 0.427 0.214 0.107

The number of terms required to accurately approximate sine and cosine is substan-
tial; several hundred terms would be required to accurately predict the ideal heliostat
azimuth and elevation using this modified series. Table 6.8 indicates a trend; as the
number of terms doubles, the error is halved. Using this trend, approximately 6,400
terms would be required to reduce the error in the transfer function to less than 0.02
mrad, a value that can be easily achieved with the second series approximation con-
sidered.

The second approximation considered for sine and cosine by a special Taylor’s series
expansion used the infinite MacLaurin series for all real values of x.

inf inf
sin x = SUM (-1” )X@ + 1) Cosx = SUM (-1” )@

n = o (2n+l)! n=() (2n)!

Implementation of the MacLaurin series on a Siemens programmable controller was
considered in floating point and binary representations.

The number of terms required for a reasonable approximation of sine and cosine was
defined in a similar fashion. The approximations was used to define the ideal helios-
tat azimuth and elevation based upon the solar position. Positions were calculated on
five-second intervals on the summer solstice with the MacLaurin series and compared
to a standard double precision compiler approximation. The results are shown in Table
6.9.

Table 6.9
Accuracy of Sine and Cosine Approximations

using the MacLaurin Series
Ideal Heliostat Standard error estimate, mrad
Axis Number of terms in series

3 4 5

Azimuth 4.148 0.277 0.012
Elevation 6.946 0.454 0.018

The MacLaurin series converges much faster than the modified series. A five-term
MacLaurin series was evaluated in both binary and floating point logic. The com-
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parison indicated that sine and cosine could be calculated in optimized 16-bit binary
Iogicin approximately25 milliseconds versus 33 milliseconds in floating point notation,
though the binary logic was considerably more complex. The number of times that a
sine or cosine function block must be invoked is relatively small: four calls in the cal-
culation of solar azimuth and elevation, and twenty calls (five per heliostat) for the
calculation of heliostat azimuth and elevation. The resultant time savings, 192 mil-
liseconds, did not justi~ the effort to construct a binary program. A floating point
execution of the MacLaurin series, with five terms, was selected. The function block
is explicitly defined in Appendix A.

The series expansion for the inverse functions is quite similar to the MacLaurin series
in form.

sin-lx = x + X3 + M x5 +~ X7+ ... for -Q < sin-l x< +~i
2*3 2*4*5 2*4*6*7 2 2

Cos -lx= Q- sin-l x
2

A similar procedure was used to describe the relationship between the number of terms
and accuracy of the approximation. The results of the analysis are shown in Table 6.10.
The absence of negative terms resulted in a slower convergence than was achieved in
the MacLaurin series for sine and cosine. Nine terms were selected for the approxima-
tion. Fortunately, only the arc sine needs to be calculated with the expansion. The arc
cosine is obtained with a simple difference.

Table 6.10
Accuracy of Arc Sine and Arc Cosine Approximations

Ideal Heliostat Standard error estimate, mrad
Axis Number of terms in series

4 6 8 9 10

Azimuth 0.679 0.168 0.047 0.026 0.014
Elevation 1.072 0.223 0.052 0.026 0.013

Given the primary and inverse trigonometric functions, an exact transfer function be-
tween solar and ideal heliostat azimuth and elevation was constructed using a unit
cosine approach. The only additional required information was the heliostat position
with respect to the tower; a set of three constants. The exact procedure is described
schematically for the Siemens PLC heliostat controller in Appendix A.
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6.4 Actual Heliostat Azimuth and Elevation

The actual information required to position a heliostat in an elevation and azimuth
coordinate frame varies from the ideal position to accommodate the specific drive.
These accommodations include incidental variations such as structural sag in the mir-
ror module, tilt in the drive axis, and error in absolute reference position, as well as
inherent nonlinearities such as those associated with jack screw drives or cumulative
error in gear ratio approximations. A polynomial was selected as a transfer function
between the ideal and actual position because this generalized approach was inde-
pendent of the source of error.

The scope of the investigation was limited to the following:

1. A single receiver position (32° N latitude, 97° W longitude) was used.
2. Refraction at small elevation angles was considered, but temperature and

pressure, which affect the index, were not varied.
3. The accuracy was tested on a single day; the summer solstice.
4. Drive tilt was used for incidental error.

a. An arbitrary tilt error of -10 mrad about an east/west horizontal
was assumed in the azimuth drive. The azimuth axis was
referenced to ground.

b. An arbitrary tilt error of +10 rnrad about a southern horizontal
was assumed in the elevation drive. The elevation axis was
referenced to the azimuth drive.

5. A jack screw elevation drive was used to provide inherent drive non-
linearities.

The polynomial was of the following form:
k k

Azcorrect = azh + SUM Ci * azh i and Elcorrect = ezh + SUM Di * ezhi
i=o i=()

where k = order of the curve fit,
C, D = constants,
azh = ideal azimuth of theR
ezh = ideal elevation of the

heliostat,
Azcorrect = actual azimuth, and
Elcorrect = actual elevation.

Communication between the field and local controllers is not required to execute the
polynomial; constants are stored at the local heliostat controller. Drive nonlinearities
and axial tilt were assumed to be independent; the standard error estimates were added
in RMS fashion.
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The difference between the ideal and actual heliostat azimuth and elevation (tracking
error) associated with the drive tilts specified above are shown in Figure 6.1.
Polynomials of second, third, and fourth order were developed as transfer functions
between the ideal and actual positions. The tracking error that resulted in each axis
after the polynomial correction is shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. A fourth-order fit was
selected because the tracking error was less than 0.33 mrad of error in each axis.

Az/El for summer solstice
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Figure 6.1 Drive Tilt Error, Azimuth, and Elevation.

A sharp increase in elevation error occurred at the extreme range of travel, although
the actual magnitude remained acceptable. Investigation of several tower heights and
field positions were beyond the scope of this work. A brief analysis was conducted by
dividing the elevation range into two segments. The extreme and standard errors for
a fourth-order polynomial were substantially reduced; the maximum elevation error
for a single segment was 0.4 mrad compared to 0.2 rnrad for a two-segment fit; the stand-

ard error for a single segment was 0.11 mrad compared to 0.07 rnrad for a two-segment
fit. This reduction indicated that a minor modification in program implementation for
the polynomial correction could be made if an extreme travel is required in the eleva-
tion axis at some combination of field position and time of year. No further attempt
was made to correct the problem, since the absolute magnitude of the tracking error
was small.
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Azimuth, summer solstice
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Figure 6.2 Corrected Drive Tilt Error, Azimuth.
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Figure 6.3 Corrected Drive Tilt Error, Elevation.
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The screw jack drive train is inherently nonlinear. The error associated with a linear
relationship between the ideal heliostat elevation and jack extension is shown in Figure
6.4. This nonlinearity can be exactly compensated for with a trigonometric relation-
ship or approximated with a “look up table.” An exact transfer function was not
considered because of the substantial processing time required; processing time was at
a premium with four heliostats per controller. The tabular correction required sub-
stantial memory for nonlinear relationships; memory was also at a premium in the
heliostat controller. The coefficients’ error polynomial were modified to accom-
modate drive-train nonlinearity. as well as miscellaneous effects such as axial tilt.
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Figure 6.4 Screw Drive Nonlinearity, Uncorrected.

The compensation for screw nonlinearity with a polynomial fit is illustrated in Figure
6.5. The standard error, even for a fourth-order fit, was too high: 3.5 mrad. This error
was substantially reduced; however, by dividing the elevation axis into two segments,
one polynomial was developed from Oto 72 degrees from the zenith, and the second
addressed the extreme of travel near the horizon. This approach reduced the error, yet
added little to the complexity of the algorithm.

The error associated with the jack screw is independent of any drive axis tilt. Conse-
quently, the total standard error is estimated to be:

standard elev error2
standard elev error
standard azim error
total standard error estimate

for a fourth-order curve fit in two segments for
azimuth.

= (0.32)2+ (0.28)2,
= 0.42 mrad,
= 0.22 mrad, and
= 0.5 mrad

elevation and a second-order fit of
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The polynomial approach for correction of incidental and inherent differences between
the ideal and actual heliostat azimuth and elevation was similar to the calculation of
solar azimuth and elevation. The polynomial was selected based upon position rather
than time, but the execution of both conditional and arithmetic operations was virtual-
ly identical. The schematic program representation of the actual heliostat position is
also included in Appendix A.
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Figure 6.5 Screw Drive Nonlinearity, Corrected.

6.5 Local Heliostat Controller

The development reported in the previous sections, along with the schematic program
of Appendix ~ defines the procedure for position calculations of two axes per helios-
tat. This controller must also provide position information for a third axis, membrane
extension, based upon a closed-loop PID algorithm. The PID algorithm requires fre-
quent inputs and outputs to remain stable; the calculation of heliostat azimuth and
elevation requires a significant processing time by comparison. The cost of the local
controllers can also be reduced by supporting several heliostats with a single proces-
sor. The support of three axes and several heliostats requires a multiplex program
format.

The local controller hardware requirements are developed in this section. These re-
quirements include the processor and modules. Some information in the requirements
for the field controller and miscellaneous local and field devices is also provided.
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6.5.1 Multiplex Procedure

The primary function of the local PLC is to control three independent position axes:
heliostat azimuth, heliostat elevation, and membrane extension. Secondary functions
included operation mode and alarm checks, Both the azimuth and elevation axes re-
quire that position information be calculated within a five- or six-second interval, with
two independent transducers (Hall effect transistors in quadrature on the motor shaft)
being monitored at 500 to 750 Hz. The calculation interval for azimuth and elevation
is based on a l-mr deadband. Transducer monitoring is based on a scan rate five times
faster than signals from a quarter-turn (90 phase) separation of transistors on a motor
shaft turning at 1750 rpm.

The membrane extension axis requires that calculations, transducer (LVDT) monitor-
ing, and analog outputs be modified on a quarter-second interval for loop stability. The
calculation, monitoring, and update interval for the membrane extension axis is based
on the program developed for the SKI Mark 11stretched-membrane heliostat under a
previous contract.

Program execution on the PLC selected for the local heliostat controller is slow com-
pared to the monitor rate required for the azimuth and elevation axes. A counting
module, with the high-frequency scan rates and buffered output, was selected to
monitor the Hall effect transistors. The proportional, integral, and derivative (PID)
feedback loop used for membrane extension operates on a 250-ms interval, however.
This frequency is well within an acceptable range for program operation, and a separate
module is not needed for membrane control.

The scope of this investigation required that a single local controller be used to service
four heliostats from the onset. The alarm and PID program blocks for four heliostats
can be completed in 120 ms. Consequently, 130 ms per program loop is available for
azimuth and elevation axis calculations.

Processing times were established for each step in the calculation of heliostat azimuth
and elevation based upon the program schematic presented in Appendix A. These
steps were subsequently arranged in blocks that could be executed in less than 130 ms.
The blocks are shown in Table 6.11.

The processing time of calculations for three independent axes on each of four helios-
tats by a single controller is within the limit established by the tracking deadband and
membrane stability.

6.5.2 Controller Hardware Requirements

The smallest controller considered for local heliostat control was a Siemen S5-1OOU
Programmable Controller. A CPU 103 processor is required to implement the float-
ing point arithmetic operations used to build the trigonometric functions. This
controller must also be supplied with a 11O-V AC/24 VDC power supply module. A
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Block Name

Equiv Time
Solar Coeff
TimeExp
solar Az
SolarEL
sol AzExpl

SolAzExp2
SolEl Exp1
SolEl Exp2
sin sol Az

SinSolEl
Cossol Al
CosSolEl

HelAz/El1
ElarcExp

Elvct&C 1
Elvct AC 2

HelEl Exp1
H1El Exp2
SinHelEl
Hel-12

AzarcExp
AzvctArc 1

AzvctArc 2
HelAzArc2
El Coeff
HelAz Crct
HelEl Crct

Subtotal

Table 6.11
Azimuth/Elevation Calculation Blocks

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

4

23

Execution Time Blocks per Total Execution
Milliseconds Calculation ?Ime, Milliseconds

3
11
11
29

z
107

24
24

:
105

33
33
33
99

:
111

z
74

24
24
33
4

85

51
32
B

37
16
6

B
28

115

107

105

99.0

444

2%

340

352

46Q
2203

PD and ALARM CKS 130 2990
5193/talc
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variety of bus units must also be provided to connect the input/output modules to the
controller.

Each elevation and azimuth axis requires a Siemens style 385B counter module; eight
modules are required per local controller. This module is capable of counting both up
and down, based on a quadrature input from the Hall effect transistors. The module
can monitor at high frequency and provide a buffered output of position on demand
without any program requirements on the central processor itself.

The membrane extension axis requires both analog input and output. The LVDT sig-
nal must be resolved into a O to 1O-V or 4- to 20-ma signal by an external device.
Because the standard Siemens analog input module has four channels, a single module
is adequate for four heliostats. The analog output can also be voltage or current based.
The standard Siemens analog output module provides two channels; two modules are
required for each local controller.

The major focus of this study was the development of logic capable of calculating the
heliostat azimuth and elevation. The logic corrects for incidental and inherent varia-
tions in the drive or mirror module so that tracking accuracy could be maintained. A
variety of digital inputs and outputs are required at the local controller to monitor
switches or even to provide a simple mode communication approach. The number and
size of these modules was not identified within the scope of the current study. The
number and cost of these modules should be small by comparison to the counter,
analog, and processor modules.

The memory requirements for each program or function block in the azimuth and
elevation calculation were also defined based on the schematic development presented
in Appendix A. The memory requirements for miscellaneous functions, alarm and
mode status, and the PID loop were determined by counting the steps and identi@ng
all flag and data words used in the Mark II program developed by MU. The miscell-
aneous, alarm, and PID memory requirements were quadrupled as a conservative
estimate of the total memory required for four heliostats. The memory requirements
(8-bit words) are shown in Table 6.12.

Table 6.12
Local Controller Memory Requirements

Standard function blocks 960 words program Owords data
Azirn/elev calculation 360 words program 250 words data
Miscellaneous functions 260 words program 20 words data
Alarm and mode monitors 440 words program 60 words data
PID controller 1340 words pro~ram 140 words d-

3360 words program 470 words data

These memory requirements are easily within the range of a CPU103. An 8k memory
submodule is recommended to provide ample room for program expansion.
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The heliostat azimuth and elevation position axes require a fast counter (500 Hz) to
monitor mirror position, but along interval between position updates (5 see) is allowed
with a l-mr tracking deadband. The membrane extension axis, on the other hand, has
moderate monitoring and update demands (250 ins). The calculation of the actual
heliostat azimuth and elevation, including effects such as drive nonlinearities or drive
axis tilt, requires a significant processing time (3 see). Consequently, the azimuth and
elevation calculations were divided into logical blocks to allow periodic membrane ex-
tension updates. The processing time demands on Siemens 100U controller were
significant, but four heliostats can be operated by a single controller.

The major input and output modules required for a local controller were identified.
The processor was selected to allow floating point arithmetic operations. Local
memory requirements were established based on schematic program development for
the azimuth and elevation calculations, and programs were developed for control of
the Mark II stretched-membrane heliostat. This limited hardware identification also
indicated that a single controller could be used to operate four heliostats.
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7.0 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN DRAWINGS

A drawing package has been developed that describes the entire mirror, module, rear
support structure, support pylon, focus control system, and tracking control system.
The changes to the prototype design discussed in Section 3.0 are reflected therein. The
drawings are listed in Table 7.1.

The purpose of the drawings is to minimize any additional engineering or design effort
required to initiate fabrication of commercial heliostats. These drawings were used for
obtaining most of the quotations and estimates used in the production cost estimates.

The control diagram is drawn as a wiring schematic. Point-to-point and ladder
diagrams were not produced. The existing drawing contains all the information re-
quired for constructing and troubleshooting the control system.
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TABLE 7.1
Drawing Title List

Drwg Sheet Drawing Title

000
101
102
102
102
103
103
103

201
202
202
202
202
203
204
204
205
206
206

1
1
1
2
3
1
2
3

1

1
2
3
4
1
1
2
1
1
2

Heliostat Assembly Overview
Mirror Module Assembly
Heliostat Ring
Heliostat Ring Details
Ring/Hinge Connection Details
Membrane Assembly
Membrane Reinforcing Ring Details
Membrane Seal Interface Details

Rear Support Structure Assembly
Drive Truss Assembly
Simple Truss Assembly
Truss Tip & Secondaries Details
Tie Rod Details
Hub Assembly
Hinge Assembly
Hinge Details
Rear Membrane Restraint
Rear Closure Assembly
Rear Membrane Sealing Segment Details

301 Drive Adapter Assembly
301 ; Drive Adapter Details
301 3 Drive Adapter Details

401 Pylon Assembly
401 ; Support Pylon Detail
401 3 Drive Mounting Flange

601 1 Focus Control Assembly
601 2 Fan Mount Weldment
601 3 Fan Mount Details
601 4 Weather Cover Details
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8.0 MANUFACTURING COST ESTIMATES

8.1 Introduction to Cost Estimate

The main focus of the manufacturing cost estimates was for low-volume production
runs. Near-term requirements for stretched-membrane heliostats are not anticipated
to justify the very heavy investment in manufacturing facilities and tooling assumed in
the cost estimates for large-volume production reported in several previous studies.
This study assumes use of existing central manufacturing facilities. It also assumes use
of tooling patterned closely after the prototype tooling used recently by SKI. On-site
assembly facilities would still be required for each site. These facilities will be low-cost,
temporary structures wherever possible to lower the installed cost.

A detailed cost estimate is presented here for quantities of 25 and of 2000 heliostats
per year. This was intended to cover initial stages of development and marketing from
engineering prototypes through early market sales. Results are reported in 1990 dol-
lars.

8.2 Approach

The cost estimates are presented in a fairly standard format used for manufacturing es-
timating. This format separates the direct “material and labor costs associated with
actual product manufacture from those costs associated with operating the company it-
self (see Figure 8.1). The indirect costs may differ widely according to the size, type,
location, and philosophy of an individual company. This approach should allow users
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Figure 8.1 Product Cost Structure.
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of this report to make valid comparisons of the presented results to the results of other
similar reports. It should also permit users to determine the cost of heliostats built
under other circumstances than those assumed here. See Appendix 8.A for definition
of the terms used in Figure 8.1 and in the following discussion.

The design information used for these estimates is that presented earlier in this report.
The cost information in this section is based primarily on actual quotes from manufac-
turers and suppliers. In some instances, vendors were hesitant to supply firm prices
without the confirmation of an actual order. Particularly in the higher quantities, some
vendors preferred to give estimates. When a company buys in OEM (original equip-
ment manufacturer) quantities, the price is often a matter of negotiation. Factors such
as spot market raw material costs, existing competition, vendor inventory, and
likelihood of continuing orders all affect the outcome of such negotiations. For these
estimates, a middle of the range value was used when exact pricing was unavailable.

Direct labor estimates are based on moderately detailed process flow sheets developed
for the specific component or sub-assembly manufacture. Several are included in the
Appendix. Some of the times on the process flow sheets for fabricating were deter-
mined from experience assembling the 50-m2 Mark 11prototype. Other times, such as
buried cable installation and connection of multi-conductor cable terminations, were
determined from published values in commercial estimating guides (15)

Manufacturing overheads and burdens and company overheads were based upon the
experience of SKI in its production and prototyping operations for the past 15 years, as
well as on common values found in related industries (16).

For 25 heliostats, a more or less prototypical fabrication procedure was assumed.
Heavy investment in equipment to carry on simultaneous fabrication operations was
not assumed. The cost of obtaining assembly space to carry on all operations simul-
taneously was not assumed. It was assumed that several large components would be
bought from subcontractors where the required capabilities such as machining and
welding are widely available. The specialized techniques such as laminating and
fabricating 0.010 inches aluminum coil stock would be done by the prime manufacturer.

8.3 Estimates for Direct Costs

Estimates for direct material costs and direct labor hours with cost of benefits included
are summarized in Tables 8.1 and 8.2. The details of these estimates are itemized in
Appendixes 8.B and 8.C. The material costs, as described earlier, are primarily from
vendor quotes and estimates.
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TABLE 8.1
Direct costs to manufacture 25 heliostat

INPUT CONSTANTS
Base labor rate

Burden

Material overhead

G&A

ProfiiReturn on Investment

Mirror Module
Rear Support Structure
Drive and Adapter
Pylon
Foundation
Focus Control Hardware
Tracking Control Hdwre
Field Wiring
Field Installation

Total

Material costs
Material overhead
Labor w/ burden

labor
(hrs)

89
20

8
12
6
1

40
19
9

2G

G & A costs on labor
Profit / Return on investment

mat’1

($)

3471
3994
5427
1633
409
749

4025
249

0

199Z

$7.50 / hr

70%

25%

15%

6%

total
($)

4612
4246
5529
1786
486
764

4536
487
115

22566

19957
4989
2603

390
1676

total
$/m2

92
85

111
36
10
15
91
10
2

451

399.13
99.78
52.06

7.81
33.53

(%)

20.44
18.82
24.51

7.92
2.15
3.39

20.11
2.16
0.15

100.00

67.38
16.85

8.79
1.32
5.66

29616 592.32 100.00
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TABLE 8.2
Direct costs to manufacture 2000 heliostat

INPUT CONSTANTS
Base labor rate

Burden

Material overhead

G&A

Profit/Return on Investment

Mirror Module
Rear Support Structure
Drive and Adapter
Pylon
Foundation
Focus Control Hardware
Tracking Control Hdwre
Field Wiring
Field Installation

Total

labor
(hrs)

30
23

2
8
5
1

18
18
9

113

Material costs
Material overhead
Labor w/ burden
G & A costs on labor
Profit / Return on investment

mat’1

($)

1711
1338
4239

918
399
474

1517
52

0

1Om

$7.5o I hr

50%

5%

15%

6%

total
($)

2044
1592
4263
1006
450
487

1724
252
101

11920

10648
532

1271
191
759

134G

total
$/m*

41
32
85
20

9
10
34

5
2

23;

percent
(%)

17.15
13.36
35.77

8.44
3.77
4.09

14.46
2.12
0.85

1Oom

212.96 79.46
10.65 3.97
25.43 9.49

3.81 1.42
15.17 5.66

26= 1Oom

It should be noted that the quoted prices for the drives were a major disappointment.
In the lowest production volume of 25 units, the drive accounts for 24$%of the total
cost. For the 2,000 unit production run, this percentage increases to over 35$%. Time
and resources were not available within this contract for the design of a lower cost drive.
SKI feels that development of an in-house drive concept should be possible that would
reduce the drive cost 50 to 70%.

It should also be noted that all the costs used for reflective film material is not based
on manufacturers’s quotations. A completely satisfactory film from a cost and product
lifetime perspective may not be currently available. Several manufacturers make
standardized silvered reflective films, as well as aluminized films, using both PET and
acrylic polymers. Other film manufacturers are capable of making films using them, as
well as other potentially higher performance polymers, but offer no standard products.
The film cost for the 2,000 heliostat production runs assumes the availability of such a
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film. This assumption is based upon the known costs of similar films currently avail-
able and on discussions with film manufacturers.

A second exception where costs are not based upon quotation is for the tracking con-
trol for the 2,000 unit production run. At the outset of this project, the focus for control
design and selection was for 1 to several hundred commercial units. In these quantities,
the development of a custom controller could not be cost justified. For the 2,000 unit
per year production rate, it is possible that a controller development could be amor-
tized over enough units to offset the cost of the off-the-shelf industrial controller. Such
has been assumed for this analysis.

The estimates for direct labor came from several sources. Machining times for in-house
work and welding times for in- house work, other than the rear structure trusses, were
estimated using specialized commercially available slide rules developed in the
fabricating industry for that purpose (17). For the truss assemblies, the fabrication time
estimated by a subcontractor in the fabrication business was used. For the wire instal-
lation and termination times, a commercial estimating guide was used (15). For the
laminating, membrane fabrication, and final assembly, previous experience on produc-
tion laminating and prototype assembly was used. Other miscellaneous tasks were
estimated by observing workers doing similar tasks.

Tables 8.3 and 8.4 summarize the personnel requirements for the manufacturing and
assembly operations. These values are used in determining the direct labor costs.
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TABLE 8.3
Central Manufacturing Facility

Personnel Requirements

Workers Requ;ir~
$s~y ~~~~ure 1St

Assy # e so e eau ired Shift Shift

Heavy Fabricating Foreman
Light Fabricating Foreman

1200,1300
Coil Strip Preparation
Welding Crew #1
Welding Crew #2
Membrane Packing

1200
Lead Man
Helper

1208-9
1306-9

Sheetmetal Workers

2100
2200

Welders
Machine Operators
Helpers

2300
Welder
Machine Operator
Helper

2500
Machine Operators

3200
Welder
Machinist
Machine Operators
Helper

4100
Fabricator
Machine Operator
Helper

SUPERVISION
1 1
1

MEMBRANE FABRICATING
2
3
3
2

MEMBRANE MATERIAL LAMINATING
1
2

MEMBRANE REINFORCING RINGS

2

TRUSS FABRICATION

6
8
3

HUB FABRICATION
1
2
0.5

TIERODFABRICATION
3

DRIVE ADAPTER FABRICATION
1
1
2
1

PYLON AND FIANGE FABRICATION
1
1 1
0.5

6
8
3

3

1
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TABLE 8.3
(cont.)

Central Manufacturing Facility
Personnel Requirements

Workers Required
$s;yn~cedure 1St

Assv# eo e Reau iired Shift

2400 BRACKET FABRICATION
6400

Fabricator
Machine operator
Helper

Jack Truckers
Forklift Operators

Shipper
Helper

1

1
1

MATERIALS HANDLING
2
2

SHIPPING DEPARTMENT
1
1

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

-z
79

TABLE 8.4
On Site Assembly Operation

Personnel Requirements

Workers Required
$s;y ~;:ejure 1St 2nd

Assv# e so e eau ired Shift Shift

SUPERVISION
Assembly 1 1
Installation 1

ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS
Fixture Membrane to Ring 5 5
Weld Membrane to Ring 3 3
Finish Out Mirror Module 2 2
Assemble Main Ring 6 5

ii iii

INSTALUITION
Field Wiring
Installation

21
l.Q
31
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8.4 Indirect Costs

Indirect costs include the factory burden, tooling costs, general and administrative
costs, R & D, and selling costs. The first step to determine the factory burden is to es-
timate the space required for the central manufacturing facility and the on-site
assembly operation. The cost of the equipment used in these operations is also needed.
Costs of indirect labor such as supervisors and shipping personnel are also a component
of these costs.

There are many different assumptions that could be made about how a company would
operate in the early stages of marketing heliostats. These assumptions have a very large
effect on the predicted direct costs. The authors have not attempted a rigorous con-
sideration of the most likely or most advantageous company policies and practices to
be used here. Instead, a single reasonable set of values is used for demonstration pur-
poses. The values are similar to those experienced by Solar Kinetics when
manufacturing large volumes (23,000 m2 per year) of concentrating trough collectors.
The analysis is documented so that users of the report may substitute their own values
to explore the effects on the overall economics.

The central manufacturing facility is assumed to be rented space. In the early manufac-
turing stages, a company would probably not invest in real estate until a stable market
was proven.

The manufacturing and assembly space required for a central manufacturing facility is
about 100,000 ft2. This was determined from plant layouts made of the specific
machinery and processes involved. These layouts are shown in Figures 8.2 to 8.11, and
the resulting space requirements are summarized in Table 8.5. Some of these layouts
were developed in earlier manufacturing studies by SKI (l). Others were developed
specifically for the current work based upon machinery manufacturers data and en-
gineering estimates of the requirements of the operations being performed.
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TABLE 8.5
Central Manufacturing Facility

Space Requirements

Length Width Area Sub-Total
Operation ft ft Sa, ft sat L

MANUFACTURING

Coil Operation
Laminating
Membrane Fabricating

Heavy Fabricating
Truss Fabrication
Pylon Fabrication
Hub Fabrication
Drive Adapter Fabrication

Light Fabricating
Bracket Fabrication
Reinforcing Ring Fabrication
Tie Rod Fabrication

Assembly Work
Drive Preparation
Control Fabrication

Warehousing
Raw Material Inventory
Finished Part Inventory

Utilities
Air comp., heating, power
distribution, etc.

120
120

120
160
80

100

80
40
80

40
40

120
120

40
120

120
80
60
40

60
40
20

40
40

100
100

4800
14400

14400
14400
4800
4000

4800
1600
1600

1600
1600

12000
12000

90400

SUPPORT

Offices
Administration
Engineering
Service

2000
2000
3000

7000

Grand Total 101,400,
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For the on-site assembly area, an enclosed area of about 29,000 ft2 is required for the
2,000 unit production rate. The facility layout for this operation is shown in Figure 8.12
and summarized further in Table 8.6. This facility is housed in an air inflated building
that provides a combination of minimal site preparatio~ low building cost, portability
and large interior clear spans. No permanent foundations are required for this struc-
ture; instead a wide slab is poured where the building sits with an additional paved area
surrounding the slab. A small prefabricated steel building serves as an airlock on the
primary building entrance to allow removal of the completed heliostat mirror modules.
This building is left on site to serve as a mirror module servicing facility during the life
of the installation.

TABLE 8.6
On Site Assembly Operation

Space Requirements
Length Width Area Sub-Total

Operation ft. ft. Sa. ft. Sa. ft

ASSEMBLY

Inflatable Structure
Heliostat Ring Assembly
Membrane Fixturing
Rear Structure Assembly
Final Assembly
Receiving/Loading

80
160
100
80
60

60
60
60
60
60

4800
9600
6000
4800
3600

28800

Rigid Structure
Entry Truck Size Air-lock 40 40

Total, Interior Area

1600
1600

30400

30000Outdoor Lay Down Area
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Figure 8.12 Control Cabinet Assembly Plant Layout.

8.5 Start-Up Expenses

Some sort of structure is required in which to perform the on-site assembly work. A
sheltered area of approximately 29,000 ft2 is needed to permit assembly at the required
rate of eight heliostats per day. A permanent building of this size is too expensive to
build just for assembly purposes and it would probably not be needed on site for any
other purpose. Therefore, a temporary, lower cost structure was selected. An air in-
flated building that can be moved from site to site would be used. As described in
Section 8.4 only a concrete pad to which to secure the building and to serve as an as-
sembly area floor requires permanent installation on site. Figure 8.13 shows the on-site
assembly operation layout. Because this building can be moved from site to site, its
cost is included with the tooling costs as part of the total start-up expense.

The balance of the equipment required for each operation is listed in Table 8.7 and 8.8,
which summarizes the costs for tooling and equipment. These costs are used in the
next section when evaluating the relationship of price, cost, and return on investment.
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TABLE 8.7
Central Manufacturing Facility

Equipment Requirements

Assy Procedure
Assv # Machinerv Rea uired Qntv Cos t Sub total

1200

1208-9
1306-9

2100
2200

1200 MEMBRANE FABRICATING
1300 Dual Head Rolling

Resistance Welders
Dual Membrane Vacuum

Layout Tables
Membrane Mandrel Support &

Take Up Rollers
Membrane Coil Stock Un-

coiler w/Edge Prepar-
ation Capabilities

MEMBRANE MATERIAL LAMINATING
Uncoiler
Leveler
Coil Washer
Dry Laminator
Tape Applicator
Release Liner Laminator
Power Shear
Recoiler

MEMBRANE REINFORCING RINGS

52” Power Shear
50” Radius Power Circle

Shear
Punch Station w/Rotary

Table
Tooling

TRUSS FABRICATION

Automatic Band Saw
CNC Drilling Machine
Auto Truss Welder
Local Material Handling

Equip.
Belt Sanders
Tooling

2

2

4

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

2
1
1

1
2
6

$40,000

$10)000

$5,000

$24,000

$14,000
$13,000
$10,000
$20,000

$6,000
$6,000
$4,100

$14,000

$5,000

$3,000

$5,860
$3,000

$32,000
$38,000

$750,000

$40,000
$700

$4,000

$80,000

$20,000

$20,000

$24,000

$14,000
$13,000
$10,000
$20,000

$6,000
$6,000
$4,100

$14,000

$5,000

$3,000

$5,860
$3,000

$64,000
$38,000

$750,000

$40,000
$700

$24,000
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TABLE 8.7
(Cont.)

Central Manufacturing Facility
Equipment Requirements

Assy Procedure
Assy # Machinery Reqmed cost Subtotal

2500

3200

2300 HUB FABRICATION
Horizontal Cut Off Band

Saw
Plasma Cutting Torch, 4

Head w/Tracer Follower
Production Drill Press
Horizontal Milling Machine
Belt Sander
Manual MIG Welding Station
Robot MIG Welding Cell
Tooling

TIE ROD FABRICATION
Rod Shear
Small Turret Lathe
Power Hand Drill
Tooling

DRIVE ADAPTER FABRICATION
Horizontal Cut off Bandsaw
Plasma Cutting Torch, 4

Head w/Tracer Follower
Production Drill Press
16’Engine Lathe
Manual MIG Welding Station
Robot MIG Welding Cell
Tooling

4100 PYLON AND FLANGE FABRICATION
Hand Held Plasma Torch
Hand Grinders
Production Drill Press
Powered Weld Rollers
Semi-automatic MIG Welder
318x1O’ Shear
10’x3/8 Press Brake
Submerged Arc Welder

WI Track

0.5

1
2
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0.5

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
5
1
1
1
1
1

2

$32,000

$18,000
$3,000

$10,000
$700

$5,000
$50,000

$5,000

$2,000
$6,899

$200
$5,000

$32,000

$18,000
$3,000

$13,000
$5,000

$50,000
$10,000

$3,000
$200

$3,000
$1,000
$6,000

$35,000
$47,000

$5,000

$16,000

$18,000
$3,000

$10,000
$700

$5,000
$50,000

$5,000

$2,000
$6,800

$200
$5,000

$32,000

$18,000
$3,000

$13,000
$5,000

$50,000
$10,000

$3,000
$1,000
$3,000
$1,000
$6,000

$35,000
$47,000

$10,000
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TABLE 8.7
(Cont.)

Central Manufacturing Facility
Equipment Requirements

Assy Procedure
Assy # Machinery Required Qnty cost subtotal

2400 BRACKET FABRICATION
6400

52’’xl/4 Power Shear
6’x55 Ton Press Brake
Spot Welders
Belt Sander
Punch Station
Power Pyramid Roller

MATERIAL HANDLING
Jack Trucks
3000# Forklifts
6000# Forklifts
Bar Storage Racks
Pallet Storage Racks

SHIPPING DEPARTMENT
Platform Scale
Radial Arm Saw
Panel Saw
Air Compressor
Air Nailers

1
1
2
1
1
1

10
4
2
4

12

1
1
1
1
6

$12,800 $12,800
$17,000 $17,000
$15,000 $30,000

$700 $700
$3!860 $3,860
$2,000 $2,000

$700 $7,000
$15,000 $30,000
$29,000 $58,000

$2,980 $11,920
$384 $4,008

$1,000 $1,000
$1,000 $1,000
$1,200 $1,200
$4,000 $4,000

$100
$1,723,148
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TABLE 8.8
On Site Assembly Operation

Equipment Requirements

Assy Procedure
Assy # Machinerv Reau edif Qntv, cost Sub total

1100 HELlOSTAT RING
Assembly Jig

1200 MEMBRANE FIXTURING
1300 Vacuum Layout Table

Tensioning Ring
Gantry Crane

2000 REAR STRUCTURE
Assembly Fixture
Grooved Bolt Swager

FINAL ASSEMBLY
Suppott Fixture
Revolving Seam Welder
Jib Crane
Gantry Crane

MATERIAL HANDLING
3000# Forklifts
6000# Forklifts

INFLATABLE ENCLOSURE
120’x240’ Inflatable

Building
40’X40’ Rigid Entry Way
Site Preparation

INSTALLATION
6 Ton All-terrain Hydraulic

Crane
2 Ton, 30’ Flatbed Truck
1 Ton Van with Man Lift

Platform Man Lift

8.6 Manufacturing Company Analysis

1

2
4
2

1
2

1

2
1
1

2
2

1
1
1

1
2
1
1

$15,000

$20,000
$20,000
$10,000

$20,000
$5,000

$15,000
$20,000

$7,000
$10,000

$15,000
$29,000

$172,800
$25,000
$79,000

$15,000

$40,000
$80,000
$10,000

$20,000
$10,000

$15,000
$40,000

$7,000
$10,000

$30,000
$58,000

$172,800
$25,000
$79,000

$75,000 $75,000
$35,000 $70,000
$27,750 $27,750
$17,000 $lzQQQ

$811,550

For the annual production rate of 2,000 heliostats, it is likely a dedicated company or
company division would be involved. For the fabrication of 25 heliostats, there is
probably not enough revenue generated to support major capital investment in special-
ized tooling. This analysis, therefore, assumed the 25 units would be built on a
prototypical basis. The cost breakdowns detailed in Table 8.1 and Appendix 8.B reflect
this. Material overheads and G & A rates are higher than an efficient manufacturing
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operation would permit. They are, however, typical or even low for a specialty
fabricator as would be needed to do this job.

The 2,000 unit production company was analyzed in a situation where it would be in
production for 7 years. This would take optimum benefit of allowable depreciation,
but not project an indefinite market at this low volume. If volume increased, so would
the company viability. As long as sales did not decrease, after 7 years the operation
could be liquidated, and all obligations and investors would be satisfied.

It is recognized that after some relatively short product cycle, the current design will
be obsolete. Producing larger sizes of heliostats and larger volumes of heliostats has
the effect of dramatically reducing the installed cost of the units. Table 8.9 shows how
the cost per square meter of stretched-membrane heliostats is reduced with increasing
volume and size. However, in order for the industry to get to the stage of producing
7.5 x 106square meters of heliostats a year, an interim demonstration period is neces-
sary.
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Table 8.9
Comparison of Heliostat Manufacturing

Source SKI II

Qnty. 50000
Size ...m2 150
Dollars 1985

$ mtrl.

Mirror Module 1425.25
Support Structure 768.62
Drive 1650.00
Pylon 276.00
Foundation 957.00
Focus Control 250.00
Tracking Control 415.50
Field Wiring 564.00
Assembly 181.50
Installation
Other
Instltn contract services

6487.87
Units per m2 43.25

Direct Cost 6487.87
Direct Cost/m* 43.25

Selling Price 8289.00
Price/m* 55.26

SKI Ill

2000
50

1990

hrs. $ mtrl

1711.00
1338.00
4239.00

918.00
399.00
474.00

1517.00
52.00

0.00
0.00

E 10648.00
0.00 212.96

11930.50
238.61

13401.00
268.02

. hrs.

18.0
23.0

2.0
8.0
5.0
1.0

18.0
18.0
12.0
9.0

SAIC

5000
100

1989

$ mtrl.

5041.49
777.22

2910.00
1460.14
212.00

1210.67
100.00
107.00

0.00
0.00

costs

hrs.

12.4
5.2
0.0
0.8
0.0
3.2
0.0
4.4
3.2
4.0

SERI

2500
50

1979

$ mtrl.

1318.29
382.12

3930.09
150.60
111.13

450.69
58.41

167.01
100.00
457.07

hrs

5.0
10.0
36.6

8.3

5.0

I 14.0
2.28

11818.52
118.19

12815.52
128.16

16120.00
161.20

33.2
0.33

7122.41
142.45

7901.17
158.02

9257.00
185.14

64.9
1.30

TIME ADJUSTED COSTS

Adjustment factor 1.16 1.00 1.02 1.54

Direct Cost 7493.49 11930.50 13059.01 12163.91
Direct Cost/m* 49.96 238.61 130.59 243.28

Selling price 9573.80 13401.00 16426.28 14250.73
Price/m* 63.83 268.02 164.26 285.01

Annual Production
m2 7500000 100000 500000 125000
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After this early stage in manufacturing, stretched-membrane heliostats will have
proven their long-term effectiveness to the utility industry. At that time, the major in-
vestment in capital equipment necessary to drive down the manufactured cost of
heliostats will become attractive to investors and manufacturers serving the utility in-
dustry.

Table 8.10 shows the finances of a company producing 2,000 50-m2 stretched-
membrane heliostats. For an investment of $3,200,000, the company can operate
profitably even over a relatively short product life.

The scenario shown assumes sufficient demand for 2,000 units a year. When the an-
ticipated opportunities discussed in Section 1 ope~ a stretched-membrane heliostat
company will be able to function autonomously. It would provide investors with a
reasonable 15% return. This should be sufficient to bring stretched-membrane helios-
tat development from its current stage to full-scale market readiness with primarily
private sector investment.

Once the technology is proven, full-scale production as outlined in several previous
studies can be justified.
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Table 8.10
Financial Projections for a Stretched-Membrane

Heliostat Manufacturing Company

INPUT DATA

$
$

Year 1 Material Cost
Material Overhead
Direct Man Hours
Ditirect Labor Rate

10732
0.05

113.00
7.50

$/Unit
%1100
/Unit
$/MH

Manufacturing Equipment
Office Equipment
Total Capital Expense
Organizational Expense

(nondeductible)
Total Startup Costs
Depreciation
Units Sold Per Year
Unit Sale Price
Inflation Rate
Discount Rate
Equipment Resale Factor

100000
3100000

100000 $

%1100
$/Unit
Y. Sales/l 00
%/1 00
%/1 00
%/1 00
Sq. M.

3200000
7

2000
13385

0.04
0.15
0.10

$
Years

Labor Burden
Shipping Cost
R&D
G&A
Fed. Tax Rate
State Tax Rate
Facet Area

0.50
200
0.00
0.15
0.34
0.04

50

$
%/1 00
%/1 00

Year

Units Sold
Sale Price
Gross Sales

Material Costs
Material OH.
Direct Labor
Labor Burden
Shipping Costs
R&D Costs
G&A Expense
Gross Margin

Depreciation

Taxable Income
Fed. Income Tax
State Income Tax
After Tax Profit

1

2000
13385

26770000

21464000
1073200
169!5000
847500
400000

0
441375
848925

442857

406068
138063

16243
251762

2

2000
13920

27840800

22322560
1116128
1762800
881W3
416000

0
459030
882882

442857

440025
149608

17601
272815

0.010

715673

3

2000
14477

28954432

23215462
1160773
1833312
916656
432640

0
477391
918197

442857

475340
161616

leo14
294711

0.010

73756a

4

2QO0
15056

30112608

24144081
1207204
1eo6644
953322
449946

0
496487
954925

442857

512068
174103
20483

317482
0.011

760339

5

2000
1565e

31317114

25109844

6

Zmo
16285

32569798

26114238
1305712
2062227
1031113
486661

0
537000

1032847

442857

5899eo
200597

23600
365794

0.011

8oa651

7 8

.mM
16936

33872590

0
0

407939

27158807
1357940
2144716
1072358
506128

0
558480

1074161

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

407939

1982910
991455
467943

0
516346
993122

442857

550265
187090
22011

341164
0.011

784021

0442857

631304
214643

25252
391406

0.012

407939
138699

16318

0.620Profit as % of Sales O.cm

Payable Dividend 694619
3200569 = NPV

834266 252922
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APPENDIX ITEM 3.A
List of Assembly Procedures

MEMBRANES

1. Laminate front membrane material.
2. Membrane fabrication

a. weld membranes
b. 1 front
c. 1 rear, and
d. package membranes.

REAR STRUCTURE

1. Fabricate trusses
a. install hinge weldments.

2. Fabricate hub.
3. Fabricate drive adapter.

PYLON PREPARATION

1. Fabricate pylon.
2. Machine drive mounting flange.
3. Weld flange to pylon.

CONTROLS

1. Assemble control cabinet.
2. Assemble drive motors to drive.
3. Assemble focus control fan assembly.

ON SITE ASSEMBLY

1. Rear Structure
a. mount hub in fixture
b. bolt on trusses
c. install all tie rods
d. remove supports at truss tips
e. tension tie rods as required to level and position trusses, and
f. move to IPS.
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2. Heliostat Ring
a. roll segments
b. prep ends of segments
c. mount segments in fixture
d. bolt segment joints
e. install temporary truing spokes, and
f. move to IPS.

3. Final assembly
a.
b.
c.
d.
f.

g.
h.

j“
k.
1.

.
mount membranes on tensioning rings
mount first membranes with tensioning ring in assembly fixture
mount heliostat ring in assembly fixture
mount second membranes with tensioning ring in assembly fixture
weld membranes to ring
cut center holes and install reinforcing rings
attach rear support structure to heliostat ring
install focus fan assembly
install membrane seals, and
move to IPS.

FIELD OPERATIONS

1. Install pylons
a. bore pier hole
b. set pylon in hole and true, and
c. pour concrete.

2. Install field wiring
a. dig trench
b. lay wire, and
c. back fill and tamp trench.

3. Install drive on pylon
a. install adapter on drive, and
b. mount drive to pylon.

4. Install control box on pylon
a. mount to pylon, and
b. connect wires.

5. Mount mirror module to drive adapter
a. connect wiring.

6. Checkout.
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APPENDIX 6A

A schematic program for the local heliostat controller was developed during the course
of this investigation. The schematic is specific to the Siemens PLC defined as the
baseline design. This program was developed to demonstrate the viability of all cal-
culations and estimate processing time and memory requirements. The format was
dictated by the Siemens programming language. A verbal description of each program-
ming step was provided rather than lines of actual code. The divisions in this
presentation represent major program blocks or function blocks.

The development was limited to a representation of the program required to calculate
the actual heliostat azimuth and elevation. Portions of the code that were written under
previous contracts, such as the PID (proportional, integral, and derivative) feedback
loop used to control membrane position, were not changed. These codes were incor-
porated in the time estimates required for multiplex strategies, however. Several
standard function blocks available from Siemens (e.g. floating point arithmetic opera-
tions) were also incorporated into the schematic.

Communication was not addressed in this program, although values that are communi-
cated from the field level controller are identified. The controllers can be addressed
through the programming port with a standard language developed by Siemens. The
amount of information that must be communicated is small (tracking information re-
quires less than 60 words daily; operation mode requires a single word) and not specific
to heliostat field position. Consequently, a simplex communication procedure could
be developed over a set of twisted pair cables with minimal protocol instructions. Com-
munication speed is simply not an issue in the proposed tracking regimen.

The field controller program was not developed in this analysis. A table of all tracking
coefficients was assumed to be available, and the table requirements were easily within
the memory capabilities of a Siemens 115 PLC. Consequently, the program require-
ments for field tracking commands are limited to selection of coefficients based on the
day of the year.

Al. Miscellaneous Function Blocks Available from Siemens.

Several standard function blocks were required for tracking calculations. These blocks
are summarized in Table Al.
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Table Al
Arithmetic Function Blocks Available from Siemens

Block Number/Name Block Lgth. Mean Processing Time
in Words in Milliseconds

FB 15 Fixed to Float CONV
FB 16 Float to Fixed CONV
FB 17 Floating point ADD
FB 19 Floating point MULT
FB 20 Floating point DIV
FB 21 Floating point COMPARE
FB RAD: 16 Binary square root
Any typ binary operation
Any typ one work operation

93 2.40
93 3.66

264 3.74
174 4.75
221 3.67
110 1.88
126 4.80

0.0016
0.125

A2. Equivalent Time (EQUIV TIME).

An equivalent rather than actual time was used for position calculations to take ad-
vantage of the symmetry in solar azimuth and elevation about solar noon. The
procedure can also be adjusted to provide an offset between local and solar time to ac-
commodate different longitudes within a time zone.

The following information is required as an input to this procedure:

a. BNTO, the integer, non-signed local time, in seconds from midnight.
b. BNT5, the local time at solar noon, in integer seconds after midnight

(communicated from field controller).

~.

1. Move local time, BNTO to accuml.
2. Move noon time, BNT5, to accuti.
3. Compare.
4. If BNTO > BNT5 (i.e. afternoon) set aftflag = true else set aft flag = false.
5. Non-signed subtraction.

Note: BNTO is still in accuml and BNT5is in accum2.
6. Negate result.
7. Move negated result to accuml.
8. Add.

Note: Noon time, BNT5, is still in accurn2.
9. Move result to FB15.
10. Convert fixed to float.
11. Move result to RI, the real equivalent morning time.
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The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. RI, the real equivalent morning time.
b. aftflag, a true flag if it is afternoon.

The estimated execution time and memory requirements are 3 ms and (15) 8-bit words
[(12) operational words, (1) binary word, and (1) real word]. This block is executed
once per adel loop.

A3. Solar Azimuth and Elevation Coefficients (SOLAR COEFF)

An array of coefficients are transmitted once daily by the field controller. This proce-
dure selects the particular coefficients to be used during the active time segment. The
selection of coefficients is a binary comparative operation. The process is identical for
morning and afternoon without regard to sign.

The following information is required as an input to this procedure:

a. The azimuth coefficients stored after each days transmittal, CA O
through CA 15. The order is assumed to be A0,A1,A2,A3 for the first
time segment, Ao,A1,Az,As for the second time segment, etc. (Com-
municated from field level controller.)

b. The elevation coefficients stored after each days transmittal, CE O
through CE 15. (Communicated from field level controller.)

c. The time, in seconds before solar noon, that begins each time segment,
BNT1 through BNT4. (Communicated from field level controller.)

d. Solar noon in seconds after midnight, BNT5. (Communicated from field
level controller.)

e. The current time in seconds after midnight, BNTO.
Note: Times are expressed as binary, non-signed numbers and can be expressed

as a 16-bit word.

Program Block 1.

1. Set noon time, BNT5 to accuml.
2. Set current time, BNTO to accuml.
3. Non-signed subtraction.

Note: Subtraction of a current time of 43500 (12:05) from a solar noon of 45000
(12:30) yields 1500 (25 minutes). Subtraction of a current time of 46500
(12:55) from a solar noon of 45000 also yields 1500. There is no sign. That
is acceptable since it is the distance from solar noon, in seconds, that defines
the time segment, and the solar path is symmetrical about solar noon.

4. Set result to BNT6.
5. a. Set first time segment begin time, BNT1 to accuml.

b. Set result, BNT6, to accuti.
c. Compare.
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d. If BNT1 < time before noon (i.e. accuml c accurn2), conditionally call
Block 2.

e. Increment (BNIO) begin time register by one.
6. Repeat steps 5a through 5b 3 more times, 4 times total.

Pr~gmmJMdQ

1.
Note:

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
Note:

Note:

Set increment from Blockl (BNIO) to accuml.
The increment from block 1 is Oif the first time segment should be used, 1
for the second, 2 for the third, and 3 for the fourth time segment.
Set accum2 equal to 4.
Binary multiply.
Set the result to accuml.
Set a Block 2 increment, BNI1, to O.
a. Set BNI 1 to accurn2.
b. Add.
c. Set the result to a block 2 temporary number, BNTO.
d. Set the current azimuth coefficient register, AA(BNI1), equal to the

transmitted azimuth register, CA(BNTO).
e. Set the current elevation coefficient register, EE(BNI1), equal to the

transmitted azimuth register, CE(BNTO).
f. Increment BNI1 by 1.
Repeat steps 6a through 6f three times, i.e. execute 4 times total.
At step 4, accuml contains the product of the blockl increment and the con-
stant, 4. If, for example, this was the third time segment, accuml would
contain a value of 8. CA8 is the azimuth constant in the third segment time
polynomial. CA9, CA1O, and CA11 are the first, second, and third order
coefficients, respectively. They are assigned in the repetition of steps 6a
through 6f.
At the end of the Block 2 call, operation returns to Block 1. The Block 2 call
will typically occur more than once, but the final call will always contain the
proper coefficients.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. Azimuth
Oth order coefficient (constant) in AAO.
1st order coefficient in AAl,
2nd order coefficient in AA2, and
3rd order coefficient in AA3.

b. Elevation
Oth order coefficient (constant) in EEO,
1st order coefficient in EE1,
2nd order coefficient in EE2, and
3rd order coefficient in EE3
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The estimated time and memory requirements are 11 rns and (45) 16-bit words [(29)
operation words, (0) permanent binary words, and (8) real words], This block is ex-
ecuted once per adel loop.

A4. Time Exponentiation (TIME EXP)

This block provides time raised to the first, second, and third power as required for the
third order approximation of solar azimuth and elevation in each time segment.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The real equivalent morning time, R1.
Program BIock

1. Move floating point time, RI, to multiplier in FB 19.
2. Move R1 to multiplicand in FB 19.
3. Define the initial variable storage word as R2.
4. a. Multiply.

b. Store product in variable register.
c. Move product to multiplicand in FB 19.
d. Increment register number for variable storage.

5. Repeat steps 4a-4d once, execute 2 times total.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

Note: Equivalent morning time, R1 is calculated in Section 2.1.4.
a. t2 in R2.
b. t3 in R3.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 11 ms, and (14) 8-bit words [(10)
operational words, (0) binary words, and (2) real words]. This block is executed once
per az/el loop.

A5. Calculation of the Solar Azimuth and Elevation.

The solar azimuth and elevation are calculated in essentially identical procedures. The
processing time is significant (57 ins), however. To increase flexibility, a single block
may be defined and executed twice. This division would provide two sections, SOLAR
AZ and SOLAR EL.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. Azimuth coefficients, AAO, AAl, AA2, AA3.
b. Elevation coefficients, EEO, EE1, EE2, EE3.
c. Time and exponential of time, Rl, R2, R3.
d. The afternoon flag, aftflag, calculated in the following section.
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The procedure for the calculation is as follows:

1. Set indexl to 1.
2. Set AAO to addl of FB17.
3. a. Move AA(indexl) to multiplicand of FB19.

b. Move R(indexl) to multiplier of FB19.
c. Multiply.
d. Move result to add2 of FB17.
e. Add.
f. Move result to addl of FB17.
g. Increment indexl by 1.

4. Repeat steps 3a-3g twice, execute three times total.
5. Move result to SA1.
6. Reset indexl to 1.
7. Set AAO to addl of FB17.
8. a. Move EA (indexl) to multiplicand of FB19.

b. Move R(indexl) to multiplier of FB19.
c. Multiply.
d. Move result to add2 of FB17.
e. Add.
f. Move result to addl of FB17.
g. Increment index by 1.

9. Repeat steps 8a-8g twice, execute three times total.
10. Move result to SE1.
11. If aftflag = true then negate SA1.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. The underacted solar azimuth, SA1.
b. The underacted solar elevation, SE1.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 57 ms and (36) 8-bit words [(32)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (2) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted one per az/el loop.

A6. Exponentiation of Solar Azimuth (SOL AZ EXP).

Exponential of an angle are required for calculation of sine and cosine. The block is
divided into two parts (SOLL AZ EXP 1 and SOL AZ EXP 2) to increase flexibility in
the multiplex arrangement.
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The following information is required as an input to this procedure:

a. The underacted solar azimuth, SA1.

Proe am Wok.r

1. Set SA1 to the floating point angle.
2. Call Sin Exponentiation Function Block.

SMiExxmenWon Fwction 131@lL
. .

1. Move floating point angle to multiplier in FB 19.
2. Move floating point angle to multiplicand in FB 19.
3. Define the initial variable storage word as Rl,
4. a. Multiply.

b. Store product in variable register.
c. Move product to multiplicand in FB 19.
d. Increment register number for variable storage.

5. a. Repeat steps 4a-4d four times.
5. b. Repeat steps 4a-4d four times again.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. x in Rl, X2in R2, X3in R3, ,.. Xgin R9, where x is the angle and Rn is the
variable word used for product storage.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 48 ms and (28) 8-bit words [(10)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (9) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.

A7. Exponentiation of Solar Elevation (SOL EL EXP).

Exponential of the solar elevation are required for calculation of sine and cosine. The
block is divided into two parts (SOL EL EXP 1 and SOL EL EXP 2) to increase
flexibility in the multiplex arrangement. The process is identical to step A6, and uses
A6 Blocks 1 and 2 as function blocks.

The following information is required as an input to this procedure:

a. The underacted solar elevation, SE1.

Program Block.

1. Set SE1 to the floating point angle.
2. Call Sin Exponentiation Function Block.
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The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. X in RI, X2in R2, X3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the angle and Rn is the
variable word used for product storage.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 48 ms and (20) 8-bit words [(2)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (9) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.

A8. Sine of Solar Azimuth (SIN SOL AZ).

The sine function block requires previous exponentiation before implementation. This
program block uses the sine function block.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. x in RI, X2in R2, X3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the solar azimuth angle
and Rn is the variable word used for product storage.

b. The constants -6, 120,-5040, and 362880 are stored as floating point num-
bers in C3, C5, C7, and C9. (This line is a permanent storage, not an
active programming step.).

Prog am Block.r

1. Move exponential output to proper registers.
2. Call sine block.
3. Move RO to sin sol az storage register.

Sine Function Block.

1. Move R1 to addl of FB 17.
2. Define R3 and C3 as the initial constants and variables.
3. a. Move Rn to dividend of FB 20.

b. Move Cn to divisor of FB 20.
c. Divide.
d. Move quotient to add2 of Fb 17.
e. Add.
f. Move sum to Addl of FB 17.
g. Increment variable and constant registers by 2.

4. Repeat steps 3a-3g three times.
5. Move the sum to variable storage register RO.

The results of this procedure are as follows:

a. sin (x) in RO, where x is the angle in radians.
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The estimated time and memory requirements are 33 ms and (22) 8-bit words [(12)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (5) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.

A9. Sine of Solar Elevation (SIN SOL EL),

The sine of elevation program block is virtually identical to AS requires previous ex-
ponentiation before implementation. This program block uses the sine function block.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. x in RI, x2in R2, X3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the solar elevation angle
and Rn is the variable word used for product storage.

b. The constants-6, 120,-5040, and 362880 are stored as floating point num-
bers in C3, C5, C7, and C9. (This line is a permanent storage, not an
active programming step.)

1. Move exponential output to proper registers.
2. Call sine block.
3. Move RO to sin sol el storage register.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. sin (x) in RO, where x is the angle in radians.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 33 ms and (13) 8-bit words [(3)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (5) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.

AlO. Cosine of Solar Azimuth (COS SOL AZ).

The cosine function block requires previous exponentiation before implementation.
This program block uses the cosine function block.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. x in Rl, X2in R2, X3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the solar azimuth angle
and Rn is the variable word used for product storage.

b. The constants -2, 24, -720, and 40320 are stored as floating point num-
bers in C2, C4, C6, and C8. (This line is a permanent storage, not an
active programming step.)
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1. Move exponential output to proper registers.
2. Call cosine block.
3. Move R1O to sin sol el storage register,

1. Move 1 to addl of FB 17.
2. Define R2 and C2 as the initial constants and variables.
3. a. Move Rn to dividend of FB 20.

b. Move Cn to divisor of FB 20.
c. Divide.
d. Move quotient to add2 of FB 17.
e. Add.
f. Move sum to Addl of FB 17.
g. Increment variable and constant registers by 2.

4. Repeat step 3a-3g three times.
5. Move the sum to variable storage register R1O.

The results of this procedure are as follows:

a. cos (x) in R 10, where x is the angle in radians.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 33 ms and (22) 8-bit words [(12)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (5) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.

All. Cosine of Solar Elevation (COS SOL EL).

The cosine of elevation program block is virtually identical to A8 requires previous ex-
ponentiation before implementation. This program block uses the sine function block.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. x in Rl, x2in R2, X3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the solar elevation angle
and Rn is the variable word used for product storage.

b. The constants -2, 24, -720, and 40320 are stored as floating point num-
bers in C2, C4, C6,and C8. (This line is a permanent storage, not an
active programming step.)

~rarn Blow.

1. Move exponential output to proper registers.
2. Call cosine block.
3. Move R1O to cos sol el storage register.
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The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. COS(X) in R1O, where x is the angle in radians.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 33 ms and (13) 8-bit words [(3)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (5) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per adel loop.

A12. Heliostat Azimuth and Elevation, Part 1 (HEL AZ/EL 1).

The translation from solar to heliostat azimuth and elevation is a function of the
heliostat’s position in the field. The translation was divided into parts to reduce the
time associated with any one block. The result of part 1 is the Cartesian vector repre-
sentation of the underacted mirror normal.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. Sine of solar azimuth.
b. Sine of solar elevation.
c. Cosine of solar azimuth.
d. Cosine of solar elevation.
e. The constant distances south, east, up, and total to the tower are stored

as floating point numbers. (This line is a permanent storage, not an ac-

tive programming step.)

Jh_og am Block.r

1. Load sine of the sun elevation into temp register TO,T1.
2. Load 1.0 into temp register T2.
3. Load cosine of the sun azimuth into temp register T3.
4. Load sine of the sun azimuth into temp register T4.
5. Load cosine of the sun elevation into temp register T5.
6. Load distance south to tower into temp register T6.
7. Load distance east to tower into temp register T7.
8. Load distance up to tower into temp register T8.
9. Load total distance to tower into divisor of FB 20.
10. a. Load TO into multiplicand of FB 19.

b. Load T3 into multiple of FB 19.
c. Multiply.
d. Load product into addl of FB 17.
e. Load T6 into add2 of FB 17.
f. Add.
g. Load sum into dividend of FB 20.
h. Divide.
i. Move quotient into temp register T9.

11. Repeat steps 10a-i 3 times, incrementing all temp registers by one.
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12. Move Ointo addl of FB 17.
13. a. Move T9 into multiplicand and multiplier of FB 17.

b. Multiply.
c. Move product into add2 of FB 17.
d. Add.
e. Move sum into addl of FB 17.

14. Repeat steps 13 a-c 3 times, incrementing all temp registers by one.
15. Move sum into convert to binary register of FB 16.
16. Convert.
17. Convert 32 bit binary to 16 bit binary.

Note: At this point TO contains the square of the unit cosine of the mirror normal
in floating point real number format. If the distances south, east, and up to
the tower are expressed in relative terms such that the maximum value is
one, the tempora~ register TOwill contain a number that can be expressed
as a 16-bit binary without loss of very many significant figures.

18. Load result into radicand of FB RAD: 16.
19. Find square root.
20. Convert 8-bit root and 16-bit remainder to floating point with FB 15.
21. Store floating point number in temporary storage register TO.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. The Cartesian unit vectors for i, j, and k in registers T9, TIO, and T11
with the unit cosine in TO.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 60 ms and (45) 8-bit words [(35)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (5) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted one per az/el loop.

A13. Exponentiation of Elevation Vector (ELARC EXP)

The arcsine and arccosine functions require an exponentiation for odd powers only.
The procedure for exponentiation is similar to that described in Section A6. The dif-
ference is that only the odd powers are retained.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The floating point elevation.

Prey am Blockr .

1. Move floating point angle to variable register RI 1,
2. Call arc exponentiation function block.
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1. Move floating point angle to multiplier in FB 19.
2. Move floating point angle to multiplicand in FB 19.
3. Multiply.
4. Move product to multiplier of FB19.
5. a. Multiply.

b. Store product in variable register.
c. Move product to multiplicand in FB 19.
d. Increment register number for variable storage.

6. Repeat step 5a-5d eight times.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

x in Rll, X3in R12, X5 in R13, ... X17in R19, where x is the angle and Rn is the
variable word used for product storage.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 51 ms and (30) 8-bit words [(12)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (9) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.

A14. Arc Function of Elevation Vector

The arcsine and arccosine functions are dependent and cannot be separated. Conse-
quently, both functions are executed when either are required. This step returns both
the arc sine and arc cosine of the elevation vector, but only the arc cosine is required.

The procedure for calculation of arcsine is similar to sine, described in A8. The major
differences are the constants, the number of executions, and the increment. This block
is broken into two parts (ELVCT ARC 1 and ELVCT ARC 2) to provide time
flexibility in the multiplex arrangement.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The exponentiated values from A13 is RI 1, R12, ... R19.
b. The constants 6, 13.33333,22.4, ...633.9048 are stored as floating point

numbers in C12, C13, C14, ... C19. (This line is a permanent storage, not
an active programming step.

Prop am Blockr

L Move floating point angle to variable registerR11.
2. Call arcsine function block.
3. Call arccosine function block.
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1. Move Rll to addl of FB 17.
2. Define R12 and C12 as the initial constants and variables.
3. a. Move Rn to divisor of FB 20.

b. Move Cn to divisor of FB 20.
c, Divide.
d. Move quotient to add2 of FB 17.
e. Add.
f. Move sum to Addl of FB 17.
g. Increment variable and constant registers by 1.

4. Repeat steps 3a-3g seven times.
5. Move the sum to variable storage register.

.

1. Move the constant -1 to the multiplier of FB 19.
2. Move the arcsine of the angle to the multiplicand of FB 19.
3. Multiply.
4. Move the product to add2 in FB 17.
5. Move the constant pi/2 to addl in FB 17.
6. Add.
7. Move the sum to a variable storage register.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. The arc cosine of the elevation vector, i.e. the ideal heliostat elevation
angle, in radians.

The estimated time and memory requirements are approximately 37 ms for each part
and (27) 8-bit words [(25) operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (1) real
words]. Each block is executed once per azJel loop.

A15. Exponentiation of the Ideal Heliostat Elevation.

The sine of the elevation vector is used as an intermediate variable in the calculation
of the ideal azimuth. The execution of this procedure is similar to A6 or A7. Thisblock
was broke into two parts (HEL EL EXP 1 and HEL EL EXP 2) for time flexibility in
the multiplex procedure.

The following information is required as an input to this procedure:

a. The ideal heliostat elevation.
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1. Set the ideal heliostat elevation to the floating point angle.
2. Call Sin Exponentiation Function Block.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. x in RI, X2in R2, X3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the angle and Rn is the
variable word used for product storage.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 48 ms and (20) 8-bit words [(2)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (9) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per heliostat.

A16. Sine of Ideal Elevation Angle (SIN HEL EL).

This block is, in execution, similar to A8 or A9. The sine function requires exponen-
tiation before implementation.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. xin Rl, x2in R2, x3in R3, ... X9in R9, where x is the ideal elevation angle
and Rn is the variable word used for product storage.

b. The constants-6, 120,-5040, and 362880 are stored as floating point num-
bers in C3, C5, C7, and C9. (This line is a permanent storage, not an
active programming step.)

1. Move exponential output to proper registers.
2. Call sine block.
3. Move RO to sin ideal el storage register.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. sin (x) in RO, where x is the angle in radians.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 33 ms and (13) 8-bit words [(3)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (5) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per heliostat.

A17. Heliostat Azimuth and Elevation, Part 2 (HEL AZ/EL 2)

Part 2 in the heliostat azimuth development requires a single multiplication to estab-
lish the azimuth product vector.
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The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. Azimuth vector from A12.
b. Sineofelevation vector from A16.

1. hadthemimuth vector intothe multiplicand position of FBl9.
2. badthesine of theelevation vector intothe multiplier position of FBl9.
3. Multiply.
4. Store the result in the azimuth product vector register.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. The azimuth product vector.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 4 ms and (6) 8-bit words [(4) opera-
tional words, (0) permanent binary words, and (1) real word]. This block is executed
once per heliostat.

A18. Exponentiation of Azimuth Vector (AZARC EXP)

The arcsine and arccosine functions require an exponentiation for odd powers only.
The procedure for exponentiation is similar to that described in section A13.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The floating point azimuth.

1. Move floating point angle to variable registerR11.
2. Call arc exponentiation function block.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

x in Rll, x3 in R12, x5in R13, ... X17in R19, where x is the angle and Rn is the
variable word used for product storage.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 51 rns and (20) 8-bit words [(2)
operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (9) real words]. Each block is ex-
ecuted once per az/el loop.
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A19. Arcsine of Azimuth Product Vector

This step returns the arcsine of the azimuth product vector. The arc sine of the azimuth
product vector is the ideal heliostat azimuth angle, in radians. This block requires a
substantial amount of processing time. Consequently, it is broken into two parts
(AZVCT ARC 1 and AZVCT ARC 2).

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The exponentiated values fromA18inR11, R12,... R19.
b. The constants 6, 13.33333,22.4,...633.9048 are stored as floating point

numbers in C12, C13, C14,... C19. (This line is a permanent storage, not
an active programming step.

1. Move floating point angle to variable register RI 1.
2. Call arcsine function block.
3. Move result to arcsine of az prod vector register.

The results of this procedure are:

a. The ideal heliostat azimuth.

The estimated time and memory requirements are approximately 37 ms for each part
and (5) 8-bit words [(3) operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (1) real
words]. Each block must be executed once per heliostat per adel loop.

A20. Exponentiation of the Ideal Azimuth (HEL AZ EXP)

The correction of the azimuth angle to accommodate drive tilt or other miscellaneous
errors requires exponentiation before the correction polynomial can be solved. Ex-
ponentiation of the ideal elevation was completed as a part of another step (A15).
These values can be used to correct the elevation for drive type, tilt, and other miscel-
laneous errors.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The ideal heliostat azimuth.

1. Move floating point ideal azimuth to multiplier in FB 19.
2. Move floating point ideal azimuth to multiplicand in FB 19.
3. Define the initial variable storage word.
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4. a. Multiply.
b. Store product invariable register.
c. Move product tomultiplicand in FB 19.
d. Increment register number forvariable storage.

5. Repeat steps 4a-4d twice, execute 3 time total.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. Ideal azimuth2.
b. Ideal azimuth3.
c. Ideal azimuth4.

The estimated time and memory requirements are 16 ms, and (16) 8-bit words [(10)
operational words, (0) binary words, and (3) real words]. This block must be executed
once per heliostat per adel loop.

A21. Selection of the Elevation Correction Coefficients (EL COEFF).

Two polynomials were allowed for in the correction of the elevation axis, A single set
of azimuth correction coefficients are required. Consequently, no selection block is
required for azimuth.

The following information is required as an input to this program block:

a. The ideal heliostat elevation.
b. The correction coefficients for each relationship, formatted as CEO,

CE1, CE2, and CE3 for the first relationship, followed by the coefficients
for the second correction polynomial in the same order.

The procedure for selection is as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

Transfer the ideal elevation to compare 1 of FB21.
Transfer the elevation at which the 2nd relationship will be used.
Compare.
Set indexl to O.
Set index2 to O.
If ideal elev > elev for 2nd polynomial, set index2 to 4.
a. Set dataword(index2) to elevation correction coefficient EC(indexl).
b. Increment indexl by 1.
c. Increment index2 by 1.
Repeat steps 7a-c three times, execute four times total.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. The appropriate elevation correction coefficient stored in ECO, ECI,
ECZ, and EC3.
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The estimated time and memory requirements are 6 ms and (20) 8-bit words [(12)
operational words, (0) binary words, (4) real words].

The selection must be executed once per heliostat per a.z/el loop.

A22. Correction of the Azimuth Position (HEL AZ CRCI’)

This program block implements the corrective polynomial. In execution, it is similar
to block A5.

a. Azimuth correction coefficients, ACO, AC1, AC2, AC3.
b. Ideal azimuth, UAO, and exponentials, UA1, UA2, UA3.

The procedure for the calculation is as follows:

1. Set indexl to 1.
2. Set ACO to addl of FB17.
3. a. Move AC(indexl) to multiplicand of FB19.

b. Move UA(indexl) to multiplier of FB19.
c. Multiply.
d. Move result to add2 of FB17.
e. Add.
f. Move result to addl of FB17.
g. Increment indexl by 1.

4. Repeat steps 3a-3g twice, execute three times total.
5. Move result to HA1.

The results of this procedure areas follows:

a. The actual heliostat azimuth, HA1.

The estimated time and memory requirements for this procedure are 28 ms and (17)
8-bit words [(15) operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (1) real words].
The actual correction for drive errors must be executed once per heliostat per az/el
loop.

A23. Correction of the Elevation Position (HEL EL CRCT)

This program block implements the corrective polynomial. In execution, it is similar
to block A22.

a. Elevation correction coefficients, ECO, EC1, EC2, EC3.
b. Ideal elevation, UEO, and exponential, UE1, UE2, UE3.
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The procedure for the calculation is as follows:

1. Setindexltol.
2. Set ECO to addl of FB17
3. a. Move EC(indexl) to multiplicand of FB19.

b. Move UE(indexl) to multiplier of FB19.
c. Multiply.
d. Moveresult toadd20f FB17.
e. Add.
f. Moveresult toaddlof FB17.
g. Increment indexl by 1.

4. Repeat steps 3a-3gtwice, execute three times total.
5. Moveresultto HEl.

The results of this procedure are:

a. Theactual heliostat elevation, HE1.

The estimated time and memory requirements for this procedure are 28 ms and (17)
8-bit words [(15) operational words, (0) permanent binary words, and (1) real words].
The actual correction for drive errors must be executed once per heliostat per adel
loop.

Twenty-three major program blocks were developed to calculate the actual heliostat
azimuth and elevation. Some of these blocks were, subsequently, divided into two parts
to reduce the contiguous processing time, and therefore, increase the flexibility in the
multiplex procedure required to operate four heliostats from a single controlle. Sum-
maries of the memory requirements and processing times are provided in Section 5.0
of this report.
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APPENDIX ITEM 8.A
Definition of Terms Used in Financial Analysis.

DIRECT COSTS are the costs traceable to a specific product. This often includes only
the material and labor. T’hese costs are roughly proportional to the quantity of product
produced.

DIRE~ LABOR costs are the wages of the people that do tasks in the manufactur-
ing process for a specific product. In this study, the labor costs usually includes labor
taxes, unemployment insurance, and fringe benefits.

DIRE~ MATERIALS is the cost of the materials that end up as part of the specific
product. This is the cost paid to the original supplier.

INDIRE~ COSTS are costs that are “considered as not being traceable to a specific
product. These costs are not directly proportional to the quantity of product produced.
The costs included here vary greatly from one company’s accounting practices to
another’s. Typical costs are building rent, utilities, selling expenses, R & D expenses,
and general and administrative costs.

INDIRE~ L4BOR refers to wages of people that do not do tasks directly related to
the manufacturing processes of a specific product. This could include janitors, main-
tenance workers, inspectors, and machine set-up persons.

INDIRECT MATERIAL refers to purchase of materials that do not end up as part of
the specific product. This could include cutting fluids, cleaning solutions, and abrasives.

FIXED EXPENSES are defined as those not directly related to the manufacturing
process. This could include telephone bills, energy bills, taxes, equipment deprecia-
tion, etc. Fixed expenses can also include salaries of persons not considered directly
related to the manufacturing process. They may include industrial engineers, produc-
tion supervisors, buyers, etc.

TOOLING is the cost to design and build durable tools, or revise existing ones to
manufacture a specific product or its components.

GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE costs are the costs required to keep a com-
pany in business, but not directly related to production operations. These may include
executive salaries, R & D, public relations expenses, etc.

SELLING COSTS are the costs directly related to selling the specific product. This
could include salespersons’ salaries, marketing studies, etc.
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1.0 S4.72
1.0 36,9k

fl,o~

2.7 9.49
9,5 34.01

1114 40,81
1~,~ 65$51

EOE,O 1900,42
620’0 43,26
268,0 zq,4fj

268$0 39,13
3,1 4.28
1.6 2,21
(1,0 I.ko

Z,(lo

own
4,%!

12,0Z



;~93

1301
1502
1303
1304
1306
1307
f308

1309
1391
13’?2
1393

~j(ll
F
N 2102F

2103
2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
21i5

2116
2117
21i8
lli9
2120
2121
~i~~

2191

ildheslve

1300 Rear ffesbrane
Panel #1
Panel i#2
Pariel R3
Panel #4
Outer hole reinfortemt 1
Outer hale reinforcernnt 2
Inner hole reinfwcernnt 1
Inner hale reinfomernnt 2
Selfclinchinq rivts,3/16xrned.
Rivet wzhers
~dhesive

REARSUPPORTSTRUCTURE
ksembly

2100 Truss-drive
Frontprimary
Rear primary
Tip hingeplate
Tip hingetube
Hingetube bushing
Semndary #l
Secondary#2
Secondary#3
Secondary#4
Secondary#5
Secondary#6
Secondary$7
Secondary#8
Secondary*9
Secondary#10
Secondary!i12

Rear tiereddoubler-inm
Rear f.ieroddoubler-outer
Rear siddleprimarydbler
Priaaryrod doublers
Secmdary root doublers
flriveinterfacebracket
Trussto hub swagebolt,L

1
2
2

2
3
2
1
1
1

192
384

1
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
J

3
3
3
3

3
3
;
3
3
3
7J
~

3
21

u

23,9 3,9 3oh
o
0
0
0
0
D
o
0
0
0

12 149

0
0
0
0

0,1 1
0
0
0
0
0
0
#
o
0
0
0
0
0
D
o
0
0
0

1bs
lbs
1bs
1bs
1bs
Ibs
1bs
1bs
100
100

@

@

@

1,7?
1.79
1.79
1.79
1.38
1.38
1.38
1.38
2.91

397.00

z,30

2.7
9,5
11.4
12.2
18,3
17.9
18.6
16.4
0.0

1.0

1.0

14.00

$306 $296 $602 $12,04 2.7X

9.49
34.01
40.81
65.51
50,51

24.70
25.67
22.(J3
5,59
3.00
14.00

149 0 $149 $2.98 0.7%

1191.00 $1 $1,416 $1,416 $28.32 6.3X

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0s00
0.00
0,00
0s00
O,(M

0.00
0.00
0.00
4B.30



2192
219$

2201
2202
2203
2204
2205
2206
2207
220e
2209
2210
2211
2212
2213
2214

L
N 2215

22f&
2217
2218
2219
2220
2221
2291
2292
2295

2301
2302
2030
2034
2305

2306

Truss to hub wage bolt, S

Tru55 i% hub wage nuts

Galvanizing

2200 Tru5s-5iaple
Front primary
Rear primary
Tip hinge plate
Tip hinge tube
t!inge tube bushing
Secondaryal
Secondary#2
Secondary#i
Setoridary ~4
Secmdary #S
Semndary #6
Secandary#7
5ecmdary #8
Secondary#9
Secondary#10
Semndary #12
Rear tiered doubler-inner

Rear tierad doubIer-aut@r

Rear iniddle primary dbler

I%irnary root dcmblers

Root kink daubler

Truss to huh swagebnltfL
Truss to hub wage bolt, S
Triiss to hub swagenuts

galvanizing

2300 Hub
Hub body
Frontf~ange
Rear flange
Drivefins
SimpIefins
Hub hottm COVPI’

Galvanizing

2400 Hinge

24
45
3

3
3
3
3
3
4 O.j
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
z
3

7

2;
24
45
3

1
1
1
1
6
6
1
1

o@
o@
O 100 lb,

o
0
0
i)

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
()

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1

o
0

0
0100 lb,

@

o-
0-
0-
l)-

o-
0-
0 iOO lb,

1,85 1.0 44,40
0.83

15.37

397.00

2.30
1,85

0,83
15.37

43j,01_j

15.37

1,0 37*35
2,1 94.53

1.0 1191,00 $1 $1,416 $1,416 $28.32 6!.37.
0.00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00

0.00
0.00
0,00
O*OO
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0,00
0,00
0.00
0,00
0,00

1,0 40,30
1,0 44,40
1.0 37,35
2.1 94x55

1,0 42E!.00 $0 $447 $447 $s,94 2,0Z

1,2

0,00
0,0(2

0.00
0,00
0,00
0,00
8,!30

$0 $506 $506 $~o,13 2.2X



2401.1 Hingesain plate

2401.2 Hingemounting ears

2402
2403
2404
2405
2406
2471
24’?2
2493
24~4
24q5
24%
24q7
24W
24qq

F
2501

E
2502
2503
2504
2505
2506
2507
25ql
25q2

3101
3191
31q2

Rear hingepin
Hingeurethane bushing

Hinge inner bushing washer

Hinge bushing liner
Hinge uuter bushing spacer

Rear hinge pin nut

Rear hinge thrust bushing

Rear hinge thrust spring

Rear hinge thrust washer

Rear hinge lockingwasher
Rear hingelockingpin
HingeSHCS, 1’-8
HingeSHC5 nut
HingeSHCS bellevilleuashers
galvanizing

2500 Tie rods
Rod-h
Rad-D
Rod-c
Rod-D
Cowmnrod-E
Cowionrod-F
Turnbutkle body
Ilcornnut, 3/8 t4C,S.S,
Masher, flat, 3/8, 13alv.
Galvanizing

DRIVEf4NDADAPTER
3100Az/Eldrive

M-E1 torquetubedrive.
Drive-flangebolt
Drive-flangesafetywasher

3200Driveadapter
3201 R&L Driveadapterneldment,R&L
3201.1 adaptermountingflange
3201.2 adapterstub tube
3201.3 adaptermain web

3b

1

2 8.0
1
1
f

o
0
0
0
0
0
0
a
o
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O 100 lb.

102 lbs.
o@
o@
o@
o@
o@
o@
o@
OQ
O 100 lb,

37.00

10.00
11.67
6,34
6.15
7.B5
2.00

15.37

O.sq

2.70

15.37

1,0 222,00

1.0
1.0
1s0
1.0
1.0
f.o

0.1

151.0

1.0

1.5

0s00
60.00
70,00
3B.04
3b.qO
47.10
24.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
Bs41

$102 $20q $311 M.23 1’41
Bq.O’?
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

‘?7.20
0.00
0.00

23,21

$0 $5,000 $5,000$100.00 22.27!
o@ 5000,00 1.0 5000.00
o@ 0.00
o@ 0,00

$102 $427 $52’+$1o.58 2.31

102 @ 0.35 500.0 350.00
o@ 0,00
o@ 0.00
o@ 0.00



3201.4 adapter upper flange

3201,5 adapter lotierflange
3201,6 adapterupperface plat~
3201.7 adapterIctnerface plate
3201,8 adaptercrassbar plate
3202
3291

5292
3293

410:
4102

F
N
P

6101

61(I2
6103}i
6103.2
6103.3
6103,4

4103.5
6103,6
6104
61?1
6192

6201
6202
6203
6204

Odaptertop cms bar
Adapterto drivebult
Adaptertcidrivesafetywasher
fialvanizing

PYLU14
4100Pylon

Pylonbody
PylOn top flange
galvanizing

FOUNDATION
5100Hole,42’ diaa,15 ft dp
5200Wee] reinfwcernent
5300Crmrete

FOCLiSUMTRULHflRllH9RE
6100 Fan assesbly

Fan rnat~r
Fan blade
Fan shroud amesbly
Fan shruud ring
Fan shroudbrackets
Weathercoverbrackets
k!eatherring brackets
Fan motormountingbracket
!fotorstrap
Shroudassy mountingscrew
Piotorstrapbolt
galvanizing

6200 Sensor a5sernbly i accessr’s

LVDT
LVDTmwnting clips
LVDT core
core nountingrod

. o@

08
Oki
o@
o 8
o@
() @
(l@

O 100 lb,

106 ft
47 @
O 100 lb.

o ft
Oe
77 ydA3

0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0,00

i5,37 5,0 76,85

41,58

153,30
15,37

10.00

48.90

101,75

10.40

18*1E
7,50
7,50

3.10
6.50

7.10

15,37

134.00

28.5
1.0
18.9

15.0

5,3

1.0
1.0
1.0
1*O
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1,0

0.2

$15: $1,633 $1,786 $35.72 7.92
1185.03

158.30
289,76

150,00 $[) $150 $150 $3.00 0=7%
0.00 $0 $0 $0 $0.00

M7, i7 $77 $259 $336 $4,7J 1.5%

0,00 $6 $210 $217 $4.34 1.0%
11?3,75

10.40
0,00
18,18
22,30
22,50

9,30
6.50
14,20
0,00
0.00
3,07

$0 %377 $397 $7.~5 1,8%
i34,!jo

0,00
0,00
0.00



6205
6206
6207
6208
6209
6210

6301
6302

6303

6304
6305
6306
6307
6308

6309

6310
b3~l

F 6312
R 6313

6314
b315
6316
6317
b318

Serisor mounting bracket
Rod jam nut
Rivnut
LVDT excitationmodule
Modulesocket
Proximitylimits~itch

6300 Heathercovers
Fan neather plate
Fan weather ring
Sealing bellows(frant)
Seal strap
Sealing bellow tlarnp flange
Rear sealing pan segments
Rear seal segmentretainer
Rear rnernbraneflange ring
Rear seal strip
Rear seal stripclampstrap
Heathercoverbolts
Weathercovernuts
tieathercoverseal washers
ikeatherring bolts
Meatherringnuts
Rear seal segmentscrews
Rear seal segmentMashers
PVC foamtape,adhesiveback

TRACKINGCONTROLHI?ROMRE
7100Hotors& accessories

7101 90vdc,5bc, TEflVl/4hp Pf4Cmotor
7102 Intermediate adapter flange
7103 Proximity shaft positn sensr
7104 #txis referencepositionswitch
7105 Axis end travellimit switch

7200Logiccontroller
7201 CPU 103
7202 Pouer supply
7203 Digital1/0 module
7204 fmaloginputnodule
7205 Pnalog output module

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
i
2
b
b

1 0.7
1
2
3
3
3
3
3
12
12
1

2
2
4
2
4

0,50
0s50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1.5 9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

@
#
@
1!
@
@

@
@

o
@
@
@
(!
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
@

o@
o@
o@
o@
o@

e
@

o@
o~
o@
o@
o@

200.00
15,00
48,38

9,60

83,30

6.30
41,65

177,113

48,30
60.48
48.38

701s25
123,75
397.50
315.00
375.00

1!0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0

1.0

1s0
1*O
1.0

1,0
1,0
1.0
1.0
1,0

0.00
0.00
0,00

200.00
1s.0(3

48.38

$9 $141 $150 $3.00 0,72
0.00
9=bo
83.30
0s00
0.00
0.00
0.00
6.30

41.65

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0,00
0.00
O*OO

$0 $863 $863 $17,27 3.8%
35!i.2k
0.00

193,54
120.96

193.54

$0 $2,216 $2,216 $44.31 9.8%
350.63

61.88
198.75
157.50
187.50



7300 Ccmtralcmpumlt5
?~(lj Fa~ reversingrelay
7:02 Fan matercontrgl~er
7302,1 aain Cantroictmsi~
7302.2 harnessi+/fuse block
7302.3 plug in pewerre5i5t0r
7303 Defocusscram relay
7304 Driverndur ~tarter
7304.1 Drivemtw contactm-

7304.2 Drivemotarwerloaclrelay
7305 Drivemotcw reversingrelay
7306 DrivemOtOrSW cOntrOiier

7400 Electricalharduare
7401 Enclosure
7402 Rack panel

7401 Frontsub-panel
7404 WE DIN rail
7405 Feed tru tertuinalblock
7$06 Groundterminal block

FIELDMIRIN6
PlainTrunk
Heliostatto Helimtat

~,[}0

2.50
Z,so
2,00
(),50
0.5(’J

0=50

1.00
1,?(I

1.00
1.00
jloO
1,?[1

0.00
0.00
2,00
2*OO

0150 40,0

0.50
0.50
3.00
50.00
5.00

0,0005 10.6
0,50 8,(I

FIELD IMTOLLATION
Transport/rig moduleto drive 1.OC 7,0

Installb~x m pylonk Mire 1.00 2,0
..’..,.

o@
o@
oil
o@
(IE
0s
Ofi
08

of?
0!
o@
o@
Ot?
o@
o
Ot!
Og
Oe
o@
o@
08

2s0 511 @
o@
o@
o &,5 ft
o@
0$!
Oe
o@
o@

135 @
102 1!
Oe
o@
89 8
2b I?

225,00
13g,75
abu25
48.75
i2.00

275zb5

11.25

21,28

130,90
i6.44
1,25
17.02

25.70

30,24
i5.20
47rOb

b.12
0:b8

2.27

5f17,13
498,23

1,0 450.00
1.0
1s0
1.0
i.O

1,(1

1,0

1,0

1.C
1.0
1.0
1.0

1,0
1.0
1.()

1,0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

1,0
1.0

34A,B8
215.b3

97.50
b,o[]

137.81
5,b3

O*OO
$0 $633 $&33 $12, b5 2,8%

21,2s
0.00

142,80
12,75
1,25
17,02

0,00
0.00
30s40
94,12
0.00
0.00 $511‘ $313 $824 $14,48 3.7X
0,00
0.00
0,00

18.3b
34.00
11.35
0.00
0s00
0,00 $237 $249 $487 $9,73 2*2%
0.29

249,12
0,00

0,00 $115 $0 *115 $2,30 O*SI
0,00
0.00

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

TOTALS 203 25 $2, b03.2i $19,3?4$2,603$19,957$22,M0 $451.20 100.0%



LUST2001

t:$$al:! 50 s’2 HELIOSTAT, COSTSFOR2000 IJ141TS
Ver, ob12b17 COSTU51tMCUSTOIICONTROI.LER

INPUTCONSTflNTS
6a5e labm rate $7*5Q

Mrde~ (?.50
t4ateriaI overhead 0,05
6&ll 0.15
Ihfit 0.06

F’ART# PRRT0ESCRIPTICIt4 i2NTY +-------LABOR---------++------MATERIAL------------------+___-suB-hsSELy Total----------------

%X.y # Uifg set up w/burden Units Unit cast Raw $ labor uttrl tatal $/sA2% tOtal
$/tilst(hrs) (k.) ($) ($/unit)Unit/Prt ($) ($) ($) ($) ($) (z)

L
Q 141RRORMODULE

jl[]~Ring

ilOl Main ring segnents
1102 Joint/Hingedoubler
:~~} Doublers~agebolt
1192 Doublersfiagenuts
11?3 Toolingattachmentnuts

i200FrgntMembrarig
I?(}i ?anp]#~
1~~~ Panel#2
1~(1: Panel*3
i204 Panel$4

120b Reflectivelamirtate
i2fi7.i La~in*teedgesealngtape,.50
!20?,2 LasinateerIgw2alingtape,.75
;-7fi-.L..(.3. Laai~ateedges~a!ingtapefl
i208 Cuterhale reinforcement

“?i~{, inner hole reinforcement

i~qi Self clinching rivts,5)l&xshrt

12?2 Rivet washers

1275 fldkive

12, []

7,2

7.}.3

2.2

0.2
0.2

135

0.0 81 lbs
o@
o@
o@
o@
o
37 lbs
O lbs
O lbs
O Ibs

0s7 25 ftq

o ft
o ft
o ft
2 lbs
2 lbs
o 100
0 ioo
o-

1.48
21.08
0,80
0.50

1.18
1.18
1.18
1.18
O*75
0.06
0.09
0.11
1,18

1.3B
2,49

101,3 44?,99
1,0 162,47
1,0 38,40
1.0 24.00

0,00

2.7 $.25

9,5 22,42
11.4 2bm90
12.2 43.19
80810 606,00
620.0 35.34
268,0 22.70
268,0 30.28
3,1 4,28

1s6 2.21
0,0 1129

2,00
14,00

$135
WI

$64

$0
$b75

$817

$135 $2,70 1.1%
$755 $15.11 6,3X

$083 $17.66 7,47!



REAR WWRT NRWUFE
%seribly

~~fifi~ru~s-drive

Front prinary

Rear jiriaary

Tip hingeplate
Tip hingetube
Hingetube bushing
Secondary#l
!i~condary#l
5ecowlary#:
Secondary#4
Secondary#?
5ECORdaT~ #h

~e~ondary #7

Seccndary#l?
Secondary$?
Secondary#10
Secondary#12
Rear tierwddoubier-iriner
Rear tiereddoubler-~uter
Rear middlepriniarydbler
Frimaryrootdwblem
Sp[aridary raotdoublers

Driveinterfacebracket
Truss to hub wage bolt,L
Trussto hub wage boit,.S
Trussto hub wage nuts
Gaivanizirig



2201
2202
2203
2204
2205
220b
2207
2208
2209
2210
2211
zz~~

2213
2214
2215
221b
2217

+ 221!3
% 221~

2220
2221
22!71

2i!q2
2273

2200 Truss-simple
Frontprimary
Rear primary
Tip hingeplate
Tip hingetube
Hingetube bushing
Secondary#l
Secondary#2
Secondary!43
$ecmdary #4
Secondary$5
$wondary #h
Secondary#7
Secondary#8
Secondary#?
Secondary#10
Secondaryg12
Rear tiereddoubler-inner
Rear tiereddoubler-outer
Rear middleprimarydbler
Pri#aryrootdoublers
Root kinkdoubier
Trussto hub ~wageboIt,L
Trussto hub swagebolt,-S
Trusst~ hub swagenuts
galvanizing

2300 Hub
2301 ~Uh body
2302 Fruntflange
23(I3 Rear flange
2304 Drivefins
23115 SispIefins
230& Hub b~ttomcover

galvanizing
2400Hinge

2401.1 Hingemain piate
2401,2 Hinge ~ounting ears
~4~z Rear hirigepin

3

21
24
45

3

---- ----- .-. ----- ------ .—--- -...-.4

23

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O 100 lb,
o
34 1bs
o-
0-
0-
0-
(l-

o-
0100 lb,
Q

11 ibs

o-

0 lbs

U,w

1,40
1,35
o.&3
15.37

0.30

15,37

1,50

3,00

H?3,U lvt.YJ $26 $Jbq

0.00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0,00
0,00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0,00
0.00
0,00

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,00
0.00
0.00
0,00

1.0 29.40
1.0 32.40
1.0 28.35
2.1 ?4.53

122.3 3&,b7 $34 $55
0.00
O,(to

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

1.2 18,80
$11 $343

8,6 77,40
0.00

1,5 Zl,(io

$89 $1.78 0,7%

$354 $7,07 3.oii



!iinqe urethane bushing b

Hinge innerbushing washer 6

Hirige bushing liner k

Hinge outer bushing spacer b

Rear hinge pin nut 12
Rear hingethrustbushing 12
Rear hingethrustspring 12
Rear hingethrustwasher 12
Rear hinge lackingwasher b
Rear hingelockingpin 12
HingeSHCS~i’-B b
HingeSHCS nut b
HingeSHCS bellevilieRashers b
Galvanizing b

2500 Tie reds
Rod-ii 1 5,2
ii’od-~
Rod-C

Fi5d-D
Cem~onrod-E
~ommon rod-F

Turn buc!tle body
kern nut, 3/fJNC! S.S.

Masher,flat,3/8, Galv,
Galvanizing

u

1

DRIVEAND NMPTER
3100 Az/Eldrive

31fli Az-E1 torque tube drive,
,Jjql Drive-flangebolt
.3192 !kiw-flangesafetywasher

3200 i)riveadapter
~~(jlR&L ikiveadapter~eldment,R&L
3201,1 adapter mounting flang~

3201,2 adapterstub tube
3?01.3 adaptermain ~eh
~~[!i,4 adapterupper flange
~~o~,j adapterlo*erflange
3201.6 adapteruppw face plate
~~oi,l adapterlow face plate
:~p~,g adaptercross bar plate

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(1

o
0
0

0

@ 8.14
@ 4,87
8 4,Y4
@ 5,73

@ 7.k7
@
@
8
@
@
@
@
@

(! Ifi(jlb, 15,37

0!4
59 Ibs 0,59
o@
0?
o@

08
@@
O @ 2.43
o@
o@
(!Io[]lb, 15.37

1.0 48.85
1,0 29.22
1.0 26.34
1.0 34.38
1,0 92.00
!.0 0,00
1.0 0,00
1.0 0,00
1.0 0.00
1.0 0,00
1,0 0.00
1.0 0,00
1.0 o*Oij

0.1 7,73

$59 $201 $2&(J $S,lq

151.0 89,09
1.0 0,00
1.0 0.00
1,0 0.00
1.0 0,00
1.0 (1.0(}

i.~ 87,48
i,o 0.00
1,(1 0,00
1.6 24,59



:2?1 Iidapter to drive bolt 12

3272 Adapter tu drive safety washer 12

32?3 Galvanizing 1

PYLON
4iO0Pylon

4101 Pylon body 1 7.9
4102 PylOn top flange 1

Galvanizing 1

F(IUNDAT15N
5100Hole,42g diam~ 15 ft dp 1
52!00Steel reinforcement 1

SSOI) Concrete 1 4.5

FOCUSCONTROLH9RDWIRE
6100Fan assembly

6101 Fan motor
blo2 Fan blade

*
w 610301 Fan shroudassembly
w

b103.2 Fan shroud ring

6103.3 Fan qhroudbrackets
6103,4 Weathercoverbrackets
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